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2022 Annual LC Survey - West 
Wednesday-Thursday, 18-19 May 2022 

 

Wednesday, 18 May – Day 1 
8:50 – 9:00 Online Check-In & Entry to Day 1 Session 
 

9:00 – 9:10 Welcome & Introduction to Day 1 
Welcome Remarks: Michael BYRNE (IIBLP) 

 
9:10 – 9:15 Honouring Michael Avidon - LC Professional of the Year 
 

9:15 – 10:05 The Brave New World for Global Trade 
• Russia Sanctions and How are Banks Implementing 
• LC Practices Adjusted in the COVID Era: What’s Temporary, What’s Permanent?   
• Ripe or Hype? The Market for Secondary Risk Participation in Trade Finance Deals 
• Force Majeure and ICC Rules: Lessons Learned 
• ICC UAE Survey on Guarantee Practice in the UAE 

Moderator: Lorna STRONG (HSBC) 
Panelists: Vin O’BRIEN (ICC UAE); Buddy BAKER (GS); Mike AVIDON (Moses & Singer) 
 

10:05 – 10:45 Discrepancies 
• In re Spiegel (certification of appellate court opinion requirement) – Mike Avidon   
• Project Stewart (impossibility to populate SWIFT MT Field as LC specified) – Rebecca 

Fruchtman  
• Vanpoy (implied B/L condition) – Paul Roder 
• Name on the account to be credited different than exact name of beneficiary in LC – 

Carter Klein  
• Windsor Township (missing original of LC or amendment) – Mike Avidon 
 
Moderator: Carter KLEIN (Jenner & Block) 
Overseer: Jim BARNES (Baker McKenzie) 
Banker Commenter: Paula GREAVES (US Bank) 
Panelists: Mike AVIDON (Moses & Singer); Rebecca FRUCHTMAN (Mayer Brown); Paul 
RODER (Moses & Singer) 

 

10:45 – 10:55  Virtual Coffee Break 
 



 

10:55 – 11:25 Let’s Debate: ICC Opinions & Briefings 
• ICC Opinions Fall 2021 and Spring 2022: “Administrative Conditions” (TA915); Bad 

Issuance/Bad Practice (TA916); Avalised Collection (TA917, TA919); Issuer’s Failure 
to Pay or Refuse (TA918); B/L Signing (TA923); Insurance Document Pre-Printed 
Wording (TA924) 

• Nondocumentary Conditions (ICC Technical Advisory Briefing No. 1) 
• Meaning of “Without Delay” (ICC Technical Advisory Briefing No. 2) 
 
Moderator: Buddy BAKER (GS) 
Panelists: Glenn RANSIER (Wells Fargo); Dave MEYNELL (ICC Technical Advisor) 

 

11:25 – 12:05 Coffee with Corporates 
Panelists: Paula GREAVES (US Bank); Mitsuko RICHARDSON; Gregory VELEZ (Sims 
Metals)  

 

12:05 – 12:35  Virtual Lunch Break 
 

12:35 – 1:15 Managing Shipping & Vessel Risk 
• Vessel tracking: What is AIS, and why do you need to be Monitoring it? 
• Bagladesh Bank orders vessel and container tracking 
• Do you even know who owns the vessel? 
• Why "flags" are not always "red" 
• IIBLP/ACSS/IHS Markit White Paper on Vessel Tracking, AIS and Sanctions Evasion 
• The Spectrum of Vessel Monitoring Solutions 
 
Moderator: Michael BYRNE (IIBLP) 
Panelists: Yvonne YEW (UN Panel of Experts); George DEVEREESE (S&P Global); Dennis 
NOAH (M&T, Ret’d) 

 

1:15 – 1:35 LSTA Model Form of Revolving Credit Agreement 
• An LC issuer’s perspective on key changes from 2017 LSTA form  
• Recognizing LCs as independent, unlike other loan and security documents 
• Treating bank branches as if they were separate legal entities, including with respect 

to LCs 
 
Panelists: Mike AVIDON (Moses & Singer) & Paul RODER (Moses & Singer) 
 

1:35 – 1:50  Virtual Coffee Break 
 

1:50 – 2:10 What’s New from SWIFT: Trade Strategy Update  
Speaker: Terry HUBERT (SWIFT) 
 



 

2:10 – 2:45  Tales from the Trenches 
Moderator: Michael Byrne (IIBLP) 
Panelists: John BARANELLO (Lloyds); Dennis NOAH (ret’d, M&T) 

 

2:45 – 3:00  Summary, Lucky Draw, and Closing Remarks 
 

Thursday, 19 May – Day 2 
8:50 – 9:00 Online Check-In & Entry to Day 2 Session 
 
9:00 – 9:05 Welcome & Introduction to Day 2 

Welcome Remarks: Michael BYRNE (IIBLP) 
 
9:05 – 9:45 Trade Sanctions 

• Russia | Iran | North Korea | Venezuela 
• Sanctions Evasion: Red Flag Indicators 
• Problematic Sanctions Clauses (ICC Opinion TA920) 
• China Anti-Sanctions Law 
• Export Licenses: Needed or Not & Do Banks Require Proof from Beneficiary   
• OFAC enforcement trends for 2022 and beyond 
 
Moderator: Adam KLAUDER (Guidehouse) 
Panelists: Lorna STRONG (HSBC); Rachel ALPERT (Jenner & Block); Stephanie 
DESCHOEMAEKER (BNP)  

 

9:45 – 10:25 ESG lending – What is it? Who benefits and how?  
• ESG Due diligence and disclosures on supply chain impacts 
• ESG Risks and “Green Crime” 
• EBA’s draft RTS on ESG Disclosures 
• Identifying ESG risk via SWIFT KYC Registry 
• Green credits in practice 
 
Moderator: Lorna STRONG (HSBC) 
Panelists: Kevin BOURNE (S&P Global); Andre ABADIE (JP Morgan) 

 

10:25 – 10:35  Virtual Coffee Break 
 

10:35 – 11:15 Digital Trade for the Rest of Us 
• The need for digitalisation 
• Ensuring access to digital solutions 
• Regulatory and legal aspects 
• UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records (MLETR) 



 

• Uniform Rules for Digital Trade Transactions – how will they work in practice? 
• ICC Centre for Digital Trade & Innovation 
 
Moderator: Dave MEYNELL (ICC) 
Panelists: Mike BARBARY (TradeSun); Andrea FROSININI (TOTTA) 

 

11:15 – 11:45 Injunctions and Excuses for Dishonoring Complying Presentations other than 
for a Discrepancy 
• TC Skyward v. Deutsche Bank (can legally incorrect statements be a ground to justify 

dishonor for fraud) – Jennifer Kratochvil 
• Zions Bancorp (Is compulsion based on a foreign court order a ground excusing 

payment be an issuer or confirmer) – Carter Klein  
• Do sanctions clauses need to be in an LC or confirmation to excuse payment – Paul 

Roder   
• How far can a confirmer go to protect itself from foreign court orders, laws or 

regulations that apply to it not to pay? – Mike Avidon 
• Can confirmations contain additional provisions not in the original letter of credit 

such as compliance with noncompulsory regulations or nondocumentary 
conditions? – Paul Roder 

 
Moderator: Carter KLEIN (Jenner & Block) 
Overseer: Jim BARNES (Baker McKenzie) 
Banker Commenter: Sam JEBAMONY (JP Morgan) 
Panelists: Mike AVIDON (Moses & Singer); Jennifer KRATOCHVIL (Mayer Brown); Paul 
RODER (Moses & Singer) 

 

11:45 – 12:15  Virtual Lunch Break 
 

12:15 – 12:45 Assignment of Proceeds and Advising Bank Liability, Subrogation and 
Attorneys’ Fees 
• Lamda v. HSBC Bank (Agreement to Assign Proceeds of LC) – Mike Avidon  
• Natixis v. BNP (Setoff against Assignee of Proceeds of LC) – Frank Fortes  
• ERA Capital v. Soleil Bank (Liability of advising bank) – Matthew KOZAKOWSKI 
• Solferini (subrogation and attorneys’ fees) – Frank Fortes 
 
Moderator: Carter KLEIN (Jenner & Block) 
Overseer: Jim BARNES (Baker McKenzie) 
Banker Commenter: Frank PETRASSI (JP Morgan) 
Panelists: Mike AVIDON (Moses & Singer); Frank FORTES (TD Bank); Matthew 
KOZAKOWSKI (IIBLP) 

 



 

12:45 – 1:15 Jurisdiction, Characterization to Avoid Statute of Limitations, and Foreign Bank 
Guarantee and other Cases 
• Stewart LLC v. JPMorgan Chase Bank (jurisdiction over issuer in beneficiary’s state) – 

Carter Klein 
• Zions Bancorp (jurisdiction in beneficiary’s state instead of issuer’s place of issuance) 

– Frank Fortes 
• Zions Bancorp/Viele v. Williams/Puget Soundkeepers (does 1-year wrongful dishonor 

SOL trump common law actions’ longer SOLs?) – Carter Klein 
• Crédit Agricole v. PPT Energy (“Round Tripping” Contracts; LOI Warranties) – 

Matthew KOZAKOWSKI 
• Audi Bank and Shanghai Shipyard (Accessory vs. Independent Guarantee) – Frank 

Fortes 
 
Moderator: Carter KLEIN (Jenner & Block) 
Overseer: Jim BARNES (Baker McKenzie) 
Banker Commenter: Buddy BAKER (Goldman Sachs) 
Panelists: Frank FORTES (TD Bank); Matthew KOZAKOWSKI (IIBLP) 

 

1:15 – 1:25  Virtual Coffee Break 
 

1:25 – 2:05 2022 Developments in SCF  
• Welcome & Introduction 
• Evolution of the LoC and subsequent journey to Supply Chain Finance  
• History and evolution of the GSCFF 
• Past and ongoing projects of the GSCFF 
• Supply Chain Finance market development and expectations 
• Wrap up and opening of Q&A 
 
Moderator: Christian HAUSHERR (Deutsche Bank) 
Panelists: John BARANELLO (Lloyds); Parshant MITTAL (InduSind Bank); Rogier van 
LAMMEREN (Lloyds Bank) 

 

2:05 – 2:45  Trade Based Money Laundering  
• Price checking and over/under invoicing 
• Open account trades 
• Complicated STR/SAR filings drive TBML 
• Time for STR/SAR reporting standards? 
 
Moderator: Lisa CHIN (MUFG) 
Panelists: Samantha PELOSI (Guidehouse); Ben ARBER (PledgX) 

 

2:45 – 3:00  Summary, Lucky Draw, and Closing Remarks 
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Michael Evan Avidon Named 2022 Letter of Credit Lawyer of the Year 
 
3 May 2022 
 
The Institute of International Banking Law & Practice (IIBLP) has named Moses & Singer 
LLP Partner Michael Evan Avidon as its 2022 Letter of Credit Lawyer of the Year.  
 
Avidon will be recognized at IIBLP’s 2022 Online Annual LC Survey 
Conference – West (18-19 May) and formally honored at the 
organization’s in-person LC Law Summit, 19 October 2022, in New 
York City.  
    
“Having known Mike for 25 years, there is no doubt that he is a pivotal 
figure in the letter of credit field,” said IIBLP CEO Michael P. Byrne. 
“Mike’s contributions to the field beginning with the ABA/USCIB Task 
Force to study the revision of UCC Article 5, to his work on the UCP, his 
continued contributions to ISP98, his time Chairing and Co-Chairing the 
ABA LC Subcommittee, his time driving best practices for LSTA, and 
somewhere in there, he managed to also be lead counsel on many of the 
major LC cases that have and continue to shape practice to this day. 
Mike is an amazing person, and deserving of this honor.”  
 
As Co-Chair of Moses & Singer’s Banking & Finance Practice Group and throughout his career, 
Avidon has applied his wide-ranging expertise to handle complex matters involving commercial and 
standby letters of credit as well as demand guarantees. 
 
“We are immensely proud of Mike’s contributions to trade finance and letter of credit practice and to 
our firm. Throughout his 38 years at Moses & Singer, Mike has demonstrated a commitment to 
excellence in his field,” said Moses & Singer LLP Partner Paul M. Roder, who has worked with 
Avidon for 23 years at the firm. “Mike’s colleagues and clients alike rightly view him as the “go-to” 
source for all aspects of trade finance and letter of credit transactions and disputes.  He is also a 
highly respected leader at our firm and has acted as a mentor to countless young lawyers.  One could 
not wish for a better lawyer, a better partner, or a better friend than Mike Avidon.” 
   
A frequent writer and speaker on letters of credit and other finance-related topics, Avidon actively 
participates in bar associations and trade groups. Elected a Fellow of the prestigious American 
College of Commercial Finance Lawyers, Avidon is also a past Co-Chair of the Letters of Credit 
Subcommittee of the UCC Committee of the American Bar Association and is a past Chair of the 
Subcommittee on Letters of Credit of the New York State Bar Association's Banking Law 
Committee. 
 
“Mike worked on LC law reform at the crucial time in the 90s when UCC Article 5 was revised and 
beyond for UCC [Article] 9 revision affecting LC proceeds as collateral, ISP98 annotated standby 
forms, and UCP600. He received a terrific education on LC law and practice and has grown it and 
shared it with LC lawyers and bankers in publications and programs too numerous to count.  And he 



is still going and greatly appreciated and admired by me and my LC contemporaries”, said Jim 
Barnes of Baker McKenzie.  

On a regular basis since its founding in 1987, the IIBLP has recognized distinguished industry 
professionals around the world their outstanding contributions to the field of letter of credit law and 
practice. Past honorees have included Jim Barnes (USA); Professor E. Peter Ellinger (Singapore); 
Carter Klein (USA); and Lorna Strong (Canada).       

The Institute of International Banking Law & Practice (www.iiblp.org) is a leading force in the letter 
of credit world and trade based financial crime compliance space, bringing together bankers, lawyers, 
regulators, academics, and corporate users in educational events and collaborative research initiatives 
designed to advance trade finance law and practice globally. 

http://www.iiblp.org/
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Guarantee Facilitation Project of the United Arab Emirates

WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION.WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

Takeaway 1.
91% think it would 
bring material efficiency if 
standard simplified 
formats were 
implemented with express 
conditions and stated 
expiry dates.

WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION.WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

Takeaway 2.
75% state 
URDG758   
applied to less 
than 10% of 
guarantees 
issued. 



Guarantee Facilitation Project of the United Arab Emirates

WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION.WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

Takeaway 3. 
74% expressed 
that more than 
40% of guarantees 
issued  are 
OPEN ENDED.

WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION.WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

Takeaway 5. 
96% responded that 
cancellation is 
cumbersome and 
complex especially 
when there is 
requirement to return 
the original instrument.



Guarantee Facilitation Project of the United Arab Emirates

WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION.WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

Takeaway 6. 
80% responded 
that less than 10% 
of guarantees are 
issued electronically 
from applicant to 
issuance.

WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION.WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

Takeaway 7.
67% responded 
that less than 10 % 
of LC’s, guarantees 
and Standbys are 
by way of a 
platform 



Guarantee Facilitation Project of the United Arab Emirates

WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION.WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

Takeaway 8.
87% said that 
more than 50% of 
guarantee 
applications 
require an original 
wet signature 

WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION.WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

Takeaway 9.
62% responded 
that it is for our 
customers to 
maintain all their 
own guarantee 
records 



Guarantee Facilitation Project of the United Arab Emirates

WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION.WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

Takeaway 10.
100% said that  bank 
is exploring the merits 
and benefit of using 
Blockchain technology 
for guarantees but has 
not as of yet applied 
Blockchain in practice. 

WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION.WE ARE THE WORLD BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
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Tied Up Capital of USD14.0 Billion 
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Recommendations from  Study by UBF & the ICC



 
 

Recent Cases and Legal Issues to Discuss at the IIBLP 2022 LC Annual Survey  
 

Prepared for IIBLP Case Discussion Panels 
IIBLP Annual Letter of Credit Survey – May 18-19, 2022 

Carter Klein, Of Counsel, Jenner & Block LLP1 
 

A. Discrepancies.  In the 2022 affirming decision in Vanpoy  Corp., SRL v. Soleil Chartered Bank, 
2022 NY Slip Op 2381 (App. Div. 2022), the court stated the compliance rule for presentations as follows:    
 
“Under New York law, in order to recover on its claim that the issuer wrongfully refused to honor its request 
to draw down on a letter of credit, the beneficiary must prove that it strictly complied with the terms of the 
letter of credit. The corollary to the rule of strict compliance is that the requirements in letters of credit must 
be explicit, and that all ambiguities are construed against the [issuer]. The reasoning is that `[s]ince the 
beneficiary must comply strictly with the requirements of the letter, it must know precisely and 
unequivocally what those requirements are'", citing BasicNet S.p.A. v CFP Servs. Ltd., 127 AD3d 157, 
165-166 (1st Dept 2015); Barclay Knitwear Co. v King'swear Enters., 141 AD2d 241, 246-247 [1st Dept 
1988], appeal denied 74 NY2d 605 (1989), and mentioning Nissho Iwai Europe v Korea First Bank, 99 
NY2d 115, 121-122 [2002] and 

1. What does a statement mean that claims under the letter of credit must be in compliance 
with the other terms governing its issuance? In the Vanpoy case, the one explicit condition to 
draw on the standby letter of credit was the issuer’s receipt of the beneficiary’s authenticated 
SWIFT demand with reference to the Standby Letter of Credit number, which stated that its 
customer, Chart and Capstone Integrated SARL (C&C), defaulted in settlement of the payment 
for seafood supplied and that debt remains unpaid.  The court held that it was undisputed and 
supported by the evidence that plaintiff's bank, Banco Santander Uruguay (Santander), repeatedly 
sent authenticated SWIFT demands referencing the Standby Letter of Credit and stating C&C 
defaulted on paying the outstanding invoices. The court also noted that while the standby letter of 
credit stated that "the claim if any must be in compliance to the other terms governing the 
issuance," the court held this provision ambiguous and construed it against issuing bank, Soleil 
Chartered Bank (Soleil), which argued, apparently from the underlying agreement that provided 
for the issuance of the letter of credit, that original bills of lading had to be supplied to the issuing 
bank.  Nowhere in the standby letter of credit did it state or imply that the beneficiary was required 
to submit the original bills of lading prior to issuance of payment on the letter of credit by Soleil. 
The court refused to read a provision into the parties' agreement that was not there, noting that 
the beneficiary’s right to collect under the standby letter of credit was completely independent and 
separate from any issues related to the underlying purchase contract between plaintiff and C&C. 
 
Query:  What if the letter of credit stated that as a condition for draw, the beneficiary must have 
sent to the applicant (or the third party customer) all documents called for under the underlying 
purchase agreement?  Is that a nondocumentary condition?  Would the result be different if the 
letter of credit required a statement that all documents called for by the underlying agreement 
were sent to the applicant or customer? 
 
Note:  The case was brought and judgment entered and affirmed under a claim for breach of 
contract.  Nowhere is mentioned wrongful dishonor or a citation of US UCC Article 5, although the 
cases cited by the court in support of the opinion are clearly UCC Article 5 letter of credit cases.  
This raises the issue of displacement, as do the statute of limitations cases discussed below.  Can 
a plaintiff in a letter of credit case use common law theories of recovery to avoid protections to 

                                                      
1 This write-up of cases and issues and the IIBLP panel discussions of them are for purposes only of facilitating and 
stimulating discussion of issues at the IIBLP LC Survey Program.  Nothing stated in it or those discussions should be 
taken as the views of Jenner & Block LLP or its clients or with respect to any of the other panelists, their views and 
those of their clients or employers.  Nothing stated in this write-up of cases and issues or their discussion of them at 
the IIBLP program may be cited or relied upon for any purpose.  The reader should obtain its own counsel and seek 
is own advice on any legal matters concerning the issues discussed in these materials or the program. 



 
 

banks under UCC Article 5.  That did not matter in the Vanpoy case, but it could (and did) in the 
Zions Bancorp, ERA Capital, Viele, and Puget Soundkeepers cases discussed below.  
 

2. Can a SWIFT MT Field message that auto-populates different than what the LC specifies  
constitute a discrepancy? In Project Stewart LLC v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, NA, Case No. 2:21-
cv-00381-RAJ. (WD Wash. 2022), two letters of credit were issued in favor of plaintiff, Project 
Stewart, to secure advance payments made to a Turkish subcontractor involving construction 
testing work on two 48-story residential towers being built in Seattle. The draw process required 
Project Stewart as beneficiary to submit a draw certificate and a copy of an MT103 proving 
payment of the $4,102,299 advance to an account held with Turkiye Garanti Bankasi A.S., Topkapi 
Ticari Branch.  An initial draw and corrected draws were attempted on the larger letter of credit, 
but JPMC as issuing bank identified as a discrepancy with the draw certificate: that the MT103 did 
not include the branch name of the bank as stated in the first letter of credit.  The beneficiary 
subsequently investigated further and determined that it could not obtain an MT103 with the 
"Topkapi Ticari Branch" designation because the MT-103 contains no field in which the reference 
could be made. This case raises the question of whether a draw condition impossible to comply 
with can be cited as a discrepancy.  The beneficiary also raised the issue of whether the changes 
were made to the form of the letter of credit after the form was approved by the beneficiary, and if 
so, who, if anybody is responsible for it.  It emphasizes the importance of the beneficiary 
understanding and reviewing the terms of the letter of credit at the outset of its issuance and 
objecting and obtaining an amendment where appropriate of conditions in the LC that it cannot 
comply with or did not agree to.  The case is also discussed below on the question of jurisdiction 
over the issuer.   
 

3. How can an LC requirement of a certified court opinion be satisfied?  In In re Spiegel, Case 
No. 20bk21625 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. Mar. 11, 2022) deciding a defense to reimbursement of wrongful 
honor of a supersedeas letter of credit, the court dealt with the whether the beneficiary complied 
with the certification requirement based on the wording of the following term in the letter of credit:   

COPIES OF EITHER (A) A CERTIFIED COPY OF AN ORDER/OPINION FROM THE 
APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS FOR THE FIRST DISTRICT, AFFIRMING IN WHOLE OR IN 
PART THE JUDGMENTS/ORDERS ENTERED IN THE LAWSUIT (CONSOLIDATED WITH 15-
CH-18825 AND 16-L-3564), OR DISMISSING THE APPEAL TOGETHER WITH A DATE OF 
CERTIFICATION SIGNED BY THE BENEFICIARY, STATING THE AMOUNT OF THE 
UNSATISFIED JUDGMENT PLUS INTEREST AT 9% AS OF THE DATE OF THE 
CERTIFICATION. 

The appellate court order mandate was issued affirming the award of monies for sanctions the 
lawyer beneficiary representing creditors entitled to the award.  The attorney beneficiary for the 
creditors presented a draw on the letter of credit certifying the appellate opinion upholding on 
appeal the sanctions order and monetary award.  The bankrupt applicant argued that the draw 
condition meant that a copy of the Appellate Court Order had to be certified by the Illinois Appellate 
Court itself. The court stated that while that might make sense, that is not in fact what the letter of  
credit said. The court noted that the certification requirement was imprecise and that imprecision 
allows for the certification of the Appellate Court Order to be done by any party and that is what 
was done in this case. The court buttressed its interpretation of the certification requirement 
because appellate courts in Illinois do not certify their opinions, i.e., the applicant’s interpretation 
was not sensible because it was impossible to comply with.   
 
The court did not cite the fourth paragraph of UCP600 Art. 3, nor ISP98 Rule 4.12(b) which unless 
expressly stated otherwise in the LC, allows broad latitude in what constitutes a certification. The 
court (and presumably the applicant’s attorney) did not cite or distinguish ISP98 Rule 4.19(v) which 
requires a court opinion presented as a document to appear to be originally certified or 
authenticated by court or government official.  
 



 
 

The court also did not cite from the applicant’s reimbursement agreement which usually (a) allows 
the issuing bank to honor a draw on a letter of credit that substantially complies with the terms of 
the LC, and (b) places the burden on the applicant to take the risk of ambiguities in the wording of 
the draw conditions.  
 
The court also seemed to veer from custom and usage (the reasonable document checker rule) 
for banks that regularly issue letters of credit. Instead, the court took a more subjective approach 
stating that the draw only needs to appear to meet the draw conditions of the letter of credit.       
 

4. Is it a discrepancy if the bank account designated by the beneficiary on its draw certificate 
or cover letter has a name on it other than the beneficiary’s name?  Additional possible facts: 
The LC states that funds will be available to the beneficiary upon completing and presenting a 
draw certificate designating the account by name of bank, routing number, person to contact, 
name of the account, but not stating that the account name on the account must be the same as 
the beneficiary’s name.  If the beneficiary designates an account which has a name different than 
its own but it is still the beneficiary’s account, is the issuer’s refusal to pay justified because it is: 
(i) a discrepancy; (ii) an unpermitted or ambiguous payment instruction; (iii) a security or anti-fraud 
device; (iv) an implied or actual requirement from the wording of the LC itself naming the 
beneficiary as the party to pay; (v) an unpermitted assignment; or (vi) an administrative concern?  
How exact must the names match? If it is not a discrepancy but still valid grounds for refusal to 
pay, can the beneficiary correct the account to be paid after expiration of the LC by designating 
an account to pay with its own name on it?  What if the name given on the account in the draw 
statement or certificate or in the beneficiary’s cover letter is clearly not the beneficiary’s account 
but, for instance, a third party bank lender?  Is that an unpermitted assignment of proceeds?  If 
the letter of credit is a presentation letter of credit and the original is presented with the draw 
request designating the third party’s account to be paid, is not the beneficiary entitled to have it 
paid under UCC §5-114(d)? Can the beneficiary persuasively argue that the designation of the 
account to be credited is not an assignment because it is not executed ahead of a draw; it is 
requested at the time of presentment and payment – like a bank honoring an endorsed check by 
paying it upon presentment to the endorsee’s account?         

 
5. Is a missing original under a presentation LC always a discrepancy?  In Windsor Township 

v. Thompson Financial Corp. d/b/a Vist Bank, No. 20-13424 (Pa. Crt. Com. Pleas Sept. 7, 2021), 
the only issue was whether the issuing bank had the right to dishonor a draw on its letter of credit 
solely because a copy of the letter of credit rather than the original was presented.  The court held 
that an “exact” copy of the lost original letter of credit was sufficient.  Without citing UCC Article 5, 
the court supported its decision by citing Flagship Cruises, Ltd. v. New England Merchants Nat. 
Bank, 569 F.2d 699 (1st Cir. 1978).  That case applied a substantial compliance standard rather 
than a strict compliance standard. The substantial compliance standard and the Flagship Cruises 
case were expressly rejected in the Official Comments to Revised Article 5 of the UCC. (See 
Official Comment 1 to UCC §5-108.)  The Windsor Township court took the position that there was 
no danger of fraud and that it was unconscionable to argue that presentation of an agreed copy 
of the original letter of credit document somehow was to the bank’s detriment and to do so 
constituted a “gotcha game” by the bank to deprive its customers of payment and frustrate the 
underlying purpose of the instrument.   

The Windsor Township case raises the issue of lost originals again, as did Ladenburg Thalmann 
& Co. v. Signature Bank, 6 N.Y.S.3d 475 (App. Div. 2015), where in that case the LC required 
presentation of documents including “the original of this standby letter of credit, and all 
amendments”  A copy of an amendment was allowed.  See also ACR Systems, Inc v. Woori Bank, 
No. 14 Civ. 2817 ( JFK), 2015 WL 1332337, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 25, 2015) where the court held 
that the beneficiary sufficiently pleaded a wrongful (partial) dishonor action based on its alleged 
receipt from the issuer of a document acknowledging issuance and of a partial payment under the 
alleged LC.  But see MEPT 757 Third Avenue LLC v. Sterling National Bank, Index No. 652089-
2016 (Sup. Ct., N.Y. Co., NY 2016) where the court upheld the issuing bank’s refusal to honor 



 
 

because the beneficiary failed to present the original LC and original LC amendments as required 
by the express terms of the LC even though “certified” copies were presented.   

What are the practice pointers for beneficiaries to avoid problems caused by presentation credits?  
See Mike Avidon’s article on ISP98 Rule 3.12.  Michael Evan Avidon, “ISP98 Rule 3.12(a): Is it a 
Trap, or a Warning to an Unwary Beneficiary of a Letter of Credit,” 2 George Mason J.  Int’l Comm’l 
Law 1 (Dec. 2010).  Can a certified copy substitute for the original?  Does it matter if there is no 
danger of fraud?  Is the beneficiary’s consenting to an amendment to the issuing bank but not 
producing the original sign off document when it was earlier furnished to the issuing bank excuse 
the beneficiary from presenting the original?  How far does strict compliance go in enforcing the 
“originals” requirement set forth in an LC?  Is strict compliance in NY a question of law or can it 
go to the jury?  New York omits UCC §5-108(e) which provides standard practice of LC bankers 
is question of law; see also DCW questionnaire results from the earlier LC Annual Survey at 
Citibank in Tampa where bankers were asked the question about honoring if an amendment were 
missing an original; the majority of bankers in the audience said they would honor if a copy was 
submitted. See however, MP Fashion Inc. v. Woori America Bank, 6 N.Y.S.3d 33, 38 (App. Div. 
2015), which holds that whether a presentation of documents strictly complies with the terms of 
an LC is a question of law.  

B.  Excuses for Dishonoring Complying Presentations Other than a Discrepancy.  What causes 
can excuse an issuer or confirmer from honoring a conforming timely draw?   

 
1. Fraud.  Fraud is a ground for an issuer in its discretion for dishonoring or an applicant obtaining 

an injunction preventing the draw or payment under a letter of credit that is embodied in and 
subject to the conditions of UCC §5-109.  
 

2. Can fraud excuse the issuer from honor based on a draw statement being legally incorrect  
and thus no colorable basis for a draw?  That was the question raised by TC Skyward Aviation 
U.S., Inc. v. Deutsche Bank, AG, New York Branch No. 20 Civ. 8157 (GBD) (SLC) (S.D.N.Y. 
August 31, 2021).  In this case airplane spare parts were leased to a nonparty and the lease 
secured by a Deutsche Bank letter of credit.  The lease had an acceleration clause stating that all 
rents become accelerated upon a bankruptcy.  The applicant became bankrupt.  Shortly thereafter 
the lessor beneficiary drew on the letter or credit supporting its lease to the bankrupt applicant.  
The letter of credit required, and the beneficiary provided, a statement to the issuing bank that the 
amount drawn has become due and payable by the applicant under the lease. The problem with 
the statement given was that all regular payments under the lease were being made and under 
Bankruptcy Code §365(e)(1), the lessor was prohibited from accelerating the lease payments due 
to the bankruptcy filing.  The bank argued that there was no colorable basis for the draw, one of 
the criteria supporting dishonor for fraud cited in the Official Comments to UCC §5-109.  The court 
took the view that the statement made for the draw was a legal interpretation matter, not a factual 
matter, necessary to support a showing of material fraud excusing the issuer from honoring under 
UCC §5-109.      
 
Putting aside scienter, what about the case of a draw certificate certifying that monies being drawn 
are legally due and payable under the terms of a note, loan, or purchase, when previous to the 
draw, a court in a declaratory judgment action determined that no monies were due because of 
the obligor’s defenses and counterclaims to payment?  That case supports more clearly the type 
of argument made by Deutsche Bank in the TC Skyward case -- that the no colorable basis test 
for fraud should be considered where draws on letters of credit containing statements that are 
clearly wrong as determined by or a matter of law.  Put another way, a draw statement cannot be 
challenged for being fraudulent based on a law or court ruling vs. based on a factual misstatement 
may be an oversimplification.   
 

3. Is it still a valid ground for not honoring the draw on a letter of credit because of sanctions 
violations even if the letter of credit or its confirmation does not have a sanctions clause?  



 
 

Violation of sanctions is another ground for not honoring a draw on a letter of credit, such as anti-
boycott regulations, AML transactions, specially designated nationals, trading with pariah nations, 
other OFAC and FinCEN requirements. Compliance with those grounds is frequently stated in an 
LC or its confirmation, but sometimes not.  Official Comment to UCC §5-101 notes that other 
bodies of law besides Article 5 apply to letters of credit and, in certain circumstances, override 
Article 5.  The understanding of the regulators, the banks that issue letters of credit, and their 
lawyers is that sanctions can stop a payment or letter of credit transaction regardless of whether 
a sanctions clause is contained in the LC or what that clause says. 
 

4. Is compulsion a valid ground for a confirming bank not honoring a draw on an LC?  This 
matter raises other questions regarding what is the purpose of, and reason for, a cross border 
confirmation – is it just for protection against the insolvency of the issuer, having a U.S. place for 
presentation of documents, and having U.S. jurisdiction to resolve disputes over compliance of 
draw documents presented?  Or can it cover a foreign government’s or foreign court’s interference 
with the foreign issuer’s obligation to reimburse the confirmer or, if there is no confirmation, to pay 
the beneficiary?  What happens when a foreign government or court prevents the issuer and the 
confirming bank from paying?  That is a special concern when the U.S. confirmer has a branch at 
risk in the foreign jurisdiction and the foreign court disregards the rule in UCP600 Art. 3 governing 
letter of credit transactions that bank branches in different countries are deemed to be separate 
banks. That was apparently the case in Zions Bancorp. N.A. v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., Case 
No. 3:2020-cv-2048-AJB-JLB, 2021 WL 3406641 (S.D. Cal. Aug. 3, 2021). 
 

5. What is the general rule for honoring international letters of credit and their confirmations 
in the absence of special terms in the letter of credit or its confirmation?  Ace American 
Insurance Co. v. Bank of the Ozarks, 2014 WL 4953566 (S.D.N.Y. 2014) cited by the court in the 
TC Skyward case, quotes the noteworthy KMW International case from Second Circuit arising out 
of the Iranian Revolution (KBW International has been cited over 200 times):  “Because of the 
independence principle, the issuing or confirming bank must honor a proper demand even though 
the beneficiary has breached the underlying contract, Centrifugal Casting Mach. Co. v. Am. Bank 
& Trust Co., 966 F.2d 1348, 1352 (10th Cir.1992)[,][and] even though the insolvency of the [bank’s 
client] renders reimbursement impossible, Wood v. R.R. Donnelley & Sons Co., 888 F.2d 313, 
318 (3d Cir.1989); and notwithstanding supervening illegality, impossibility, war or 
insurrection, KMW [International v. Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.], 606 F.2d [10,] 16 [ (2d 
Cir.1979) ]. This independence principle is universally viewed as essential to the proper 
functioning of letters of credit and to their particular value. Centrifugal, 966 F.2d at 1352. The 
central purpose of the letter-of-credit mechanism would be defeated if courts felt free to examine 
the merits of underlying contract disputes in order to determine whether letters of credit should be 
paid. Id.; Semetex Corp. v. UBAF Arab Am. Bank, 853 F.Supp. 759, 770 (S.D.N.Y.1994), aff’d, 51 
F.3d 13 (2d Cir.1995).  
 

6. How can U.S. confirmers protect themselves when they are enjoined through their foreign 
branch even though the confirmation was issued in the U.S.?  The Zions Bancorp case, at 
least factually, raises the issue of compulsion.  That leads to the topic of how far confirmations 
can go in adding to, and varying, the terms of an issuing bank’s letter of credit.   
 

7. Can a confirming bank be excused for nonpayment of a complying draw based on a foreign 
court order or foreign regulation or law that the foreign government or court states applies 
to a U.S. confirming bank as well as the foreign issuing bank?  The answer may depend on 
what conditions are contained in the confirming bank’s confirmation.   

Mike Avidon’s article in IIBLP’s 2017 ANNUAL REVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL BANKING LAW & PRACTICE, 
p. 27, titled “Riskier Than You Think: May a Confirmer (i) Vary or Deviate From Terms and 
Conditions of a Letter of Credit It is Requested to Confirm or (ii) Qualify or Limit its Confirmation?”, 
raises questions about how far confirmations can go to add to or modify terms of the issuer’s 
original letter of credit.  His questions include -- May the confirmer add a sanctions clause such 
as: 



 
 

“We disclaim liability for delay, non-return of documents, non-payment, or other action or inaction 
compelled by a judicial order or government regulation applicable to us.”   

Would such a clause, if included in its confirmation, justify dishonor of a presentation to the 
confirming bank in the Zions Bancorp case?  Remember that the confirming bank in Zions Bancorp 
has a branch in Brazil which was the jurisdiction that enjoined JPM as issuing bank from honoring 
its confirmation so that the Brazilian court injunction was a “judicial order applicable” to it (putting 
aside, which apparently the Brazilian court did, that UCP600 Art. 3 that states that bank branches 
in different countries are deemed to be separate banks – see also ISP98 Rule. 2.02 and UCC §5-
116(b).).   

In the Zions Bancorp case, the confirming bank had the following language in its confirmation:   

WE MUST COMPLY WITH ALL SANCTIONS, EMBARGO OR OTHER LAWS AND 
REGULATIONS OF THE U.S. AND OTHER APPLICABLE JURISDICTIONS  TO THE EXTENT 
THEY DO NOT CONFLICT WITH SUCH U.S. LAWS AND RESTRICTIONS (‘APPLICABLE 
RESTRICTIONS’).  SHOULD DOCUMENTS BE PRESENTED INVOLVING ANY COUNTRY, 
ENTITY, VESSEL, INDIVIDUAL, LISTED OR OTHERWISE SUBJECT TO ANY APPLICATION 
RESTRICTION, WE SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DELAY OR FAILURE TO PAY, 
PROCESS OR RETURN SUCH DOCUMENTS [PRESENTED ON OUR CONFIRMATION] OR 
FOR ANY RELATED DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION.    

Query whether this wording should excuse the confirming bank from honoring its U.S. confirmation 
when it was subject to a foreign court order issued from the jurisdiction where it had a branch? 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, there is also the danger that sanctions clauses in LCs and their 
confirmations are worded too broadly, do not follow sound practices and give the issuing bank or 
confirming bank too much discretion to dishonor.  These are one-sided conditions in the guise of 
sanctions clauses that appear and are placed in letters of credit and confirmations to protect the 
issuing or confirming bank.  Beneficiaries are well advised to push back on overbroad sanctions 
clauses.  

8. Can confirmations contain extra conditions that, if not met, may excuse the confirming 
bank from honoring its confirmation?  These extra conditions may include following regulatory 
regimes for the type of transaction involved (not just sanctions laws) and complying with 
nondocumentary warranties, representations or covenants.  For example, assume a confirmation 
states as a ground for honor that the beneficiary must be in compliance with specific regulations 
governing a U.S. subsidy or guarantee program for the transaction supported by the letter of credit.  
Can the confirmer dishonor an otherwise confirming draw presented to it if the beneficiary did not 
follow the cited regulations to qualify or maintain the subsidy or guarantee in question?  Can a 
confirmation contain such nondocumentary conditions?  Or can the beneficiary qualify its 
confirmation as it sees fit?  Or, if as a middle ground, if the confirmer expects to receive 
reimbursement form the issuing bank, can it put additional conditions on honor as a confirmer but 
not take away conditions required by the issuer in the original letter of credit – creating a double 
screen test?    

C.  Assignment of Proceeds.  Two recent cases deal with assignments of letter of credit proceeds:  
Lamda Solutions Corp. v. HSBC Bank USA, N.A., Case No. 1:21-cv:2259-8 GHW, 2021 WL 5772290 
(S.D.N.Y.  Dec. 6, 2021) and BNP Paribas, Singapore Branch v. Natixis, New York Branch, Case No. 
651764/2020, 2022 NY Slip Op 30066(U) (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Jan. 7, 2022), appeal pending.   

1. In the Lamda Solutions case, Lamda, a broker, sued HSBC as nominated bank for breach of 
contract, promissory estoppel and breach of UCC §5-114 for committing, but failing, to consent to 
assignment to the Mexican iron ore producer of proceeds of an Industrial and Commercial Bank 



 
 

of China (ICBC) commercial letter of credit for Chinese purchases from Lamda of 80,000 metric 
tons of iron ore. The grounds for wrongful denial or failure to acknowledge an assignment of 
proceeds were based on actions of Lamda moving its account to the New York branch of HSBC, 
paying $30,000 for ICBC to procure the letter of credit, and negotiating the form of 
acknowledgment of assignment of proceeds of the ICBC letter of credit even though it was never 
signed in the acknowledgment space for HSBC to do so.  The court held that those actions were 
not enough to bind HSBC to an agreement to assign proceeds of the ICBC letter of credit.   

An interesting question not discussed in the opinion was why UCC §5-114(d) did not apply to give 
Lamda the right to demand the assignment for HSBC as advising bank with authority to assign 
the ICBC LC. One possible answer is that HSBC may have declined to act as advising bank even 
though nominated in the LC to do so.  As a result Lamda would not have a printout of the 
authenticated original letter of credit to exhibit to HSBC to demand acknowledgment of the 
assignment it had negotiated.   

2.   The Natixis case raises the issue of setoff and the effectiveness of a waiver of the right of setoff in 
the acknowledgment of the assignment of proceeds of the letter of credit.  Does an issuing bank 
have a right of setoff against a beneficiary for debts owed by the beneficiary to the issuer?  (See 
UNCITRAL LC Convention, Art. 18.) Can that setoff right be asserted against the assignee of 
proceeds of the letter of credit based on the set off right against the original beneficiary?  How can 
a setoff right be effectively waived?  Can the setoff right be utilized against the assignee if it is a 
holder in due course of the draft and documents of the original beneficiary because it extended 
credit to the beneficiary on the security of those documents?   

D.  Advising Bank Liability.   

1. In ERA Capital L.P. v. Soleil Chartered Bank, 2021 WL 2003177 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. May 19, 2021), 
the beneficiary, besides suing the issuer of the letter of credit for wrongful dishonor, also sued 
Regions Bank for breach of contract, negligence, and breach of fiduciary duty for failing to conduct 
sufficient due diligence on the issuer. Regions Bank unsuccessfully argued that its liability was 
determined by UCC Article 5 which limits the role of a bank that undertakes to advise another 
bank's LC, but does not undertake to confirm it or give value under it. The court denied Regions 
Bank’s motion to dismiss because ERA Capital’s complaint was based on alleged oral statements 
made by Regions Bank personnel about Soleil on which ERA Capital relied to its detriment and 
not on Regions Bank’s limited undertaking under UCC §5-107(c) or UCP600 Article 9.  Issuing 
banks routinely require applicants to accept in writing full responsibility for the selection, as well 
as conduct, of other banks, but banks requested to advise or otherwise act on another bank’s LC 
do not routinely require written agreements documenting the differences between confirming bank 
and advising bank obligations to the beneficiary.  Should an advice be so qualified? 

E.   Subrogation and Attorneys’ Fees.  

1. In Solferini as Trustee of Corradi S.p.A. v. Corradi USA, Inc., No. 20-40645, 2021 WL 3619905 
(5th Cir. Aug. 13, 2021), Banca Nazionale del Lavoro S.p.A. (BNL) issued an $800,000 letter of 
credit at the request of the Italian corporate parent applicant, Corradi S.p.A. The letter of credit 
was issued to secure an $800,000 loan to the applicant’s subsidiary, Corradi USA.  When Corradi 
S.p.A. became bankrupt in Italy, the bank beneficiary of the letter of credit drew on the BNL letter 
of credit to repay the loan it extended to Coradi USA.  BNL was unable to recover much of what it 
was owed because of the draw on its letter of credit from the insolvent parent applicant’s Italian 
bankruptcy estate.  Solferini, as trustee for the bankrupt applicant Corradi S.p.A., sued its U.S. 
subsidiary for recovery of the $800,000 benefit the subsidiary received from the loan repayment 
on theories of equitable subrogation, statutory subrogation under UCC §5-117, and quantum 
meruit.  The district court rejected these claims and the Fifth Circuit affirmed, denying subrogation 



 
 

for any amounts under UCC §5-117 because subrogation was not properly pled in the trustee’s 
complaint.  The complaint pled the subrogation right of the unreimbursed issuer.  The court held 
that the trustee raised too late its claim to be subrogated as an applicant that reimbursed or was 
obligated to reimburse the issuer.    

2. The Court of Appeals also affirmed the award of $272,127.50 in attorneys’ fees to defendant 
Corradi USA as the prevailing party under UCC §5-111(e) in its defense against the 
inappropriately pled statutory subrogation right of an unreimbursed issuer (as distinguished from 
the unpled, subrogation right of an applicant that has reimbursed the issuer).  The district court, 
after the mandate issued, on motion of Corradi USA, Inc. added another $120,895.10 in attorneys’ 
fees plus costs incurred by Corradi USA, Inc. on appeal.    

F.   Jurisdictional Questions – Can an Issuer be Sued in the Beneficiary’s Jurisdiction.  Zions 
Bancorp says “yes” if there are sufficient contacts in the beneficiary’s state pertaining to the letter of credit 
transaction involved.   

1. That is not the usual rule and the Zions Bancorp case was distinguished in the 2022 case Project 
Stewart LLC v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, NA, Case No. 2:21-cv-00381-RAJ. (WD Wash. 2022).  
There, jurisdiction was not found in the State of Washington even though the issuing bank had 
many branches, employees and several government partnership projects in Washington and the 
letter of credit supported advance payments to a subcontractor for work on a construction project 
in Seattle.  Those contacts were not related to the issuance of the letter of credit involved in the 
case from Chase’s Tampa letter of credit facility and issued out of its New York office.  The court 
cited Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals precedents:  “When dealing with letters of credit, the Ninth 
Circuit has held that a beneficiary's location does not, standing alone, establish personal 
jurisdiction over the issuing financial institution. See Pac. Reliant Indus. v. Amerika Samoa Bank, 
901 F.2d 735, 737-38 (9th Cir. 1990) ("We conclude that [Amerika Samoa Bank's] conduct as an 
issuing bank of a letter of credit does not subject it to suit in Oregon, the residence of the 
beneficiary and the shipping point for the ordered goods."); H. Ray Baker, Inc. v. Associated 
Banking Corp., 592 F.2d 550, 552 (9th Cir. 1979).” 

 The court’s analysis of contracts leading to denial of jurisdiction was as follows: 

 “The letters of credit were not issued in Washington, and they required Plaintiff, as the beneficiary, 
to submit draw presentments to JPMC's offices in Tampa, Florida.  All correspondence from JPMC 
concerning Plaintiff's presentments came from JPMC's offices in Chicago, Illinois. Plaintiff's 
principal place of business and the letter's relation to a Seattle development project appear to be 
the only connections to Washington. Plaintiff does not allege that any of JPMC's communications 
originated from its offices in Washington, or that Plaintiff corresponded with JPMC prior to JPMC's 
issuance of LC#1 or LC#2. Similarly, Plaintiff does not allege that JPMC engaged in any activity 
in Washington in relation to LC#1 or LC#2. That LC#1 and LC#2 are related to a project in Seattle 
does not mean JPMC purposefully availed itself of the privilege of doing business in Washington. 
Thus, absent any additional facts, the Court concludes that it lacks specific personal jurisdiction 
over JPMC.” 

2. In another 2022 case, the New York Branch of a foreign bank confirming a letter of credit it paid, 
was able to sue for reimbursement in a New York court the Indian bank issuer on breach of 
contract, breach of UCP600, and fraud.  Jurisdictional grounds for doing so were based on the 
facts that reimbursement was to occur in New York, to a New York bank, by another New York 
bank as reimbursing bank.  The court noted that “purposeful activity directed at New York is 
sufficient to create jurisdiction, whether or not defendant was physically present in the State as 
long as that activity bears a substantial relationship to the cause of action.  Mashreq Bank PSC v. 
Indian Overseas Bank, 2022 NY Slip Op 30704 (S. Crt. 2022).  



 
 

G.  Statute of Limitations.  Three 2021 cases decided whether UCC §5-115’s one year statute of 
limitations or a longer common law statute of limitations applies to three different types of actions involving 
letters of credit: Zions Bancorporation, N.A. v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., Case No. 3:2020-cv-2048-
AJB-JLB, 2021 WL 3406641 (S.D. Cal. Aug. 3, 2021); Puget Soundkeepers Alliance v. APM Terminals 
Tacoma, LLC, Case No. C17-5016 BHSB, 2021 WL 5448197 (W.D. Wash. Nov. 22, 2021), appeal filed 
Case No. 22-35061 (9th Cir. Jan. 21, 2022), and Viele v. Williams, 625 S.W.3d 724 (Ark. Ct. App. 2021).  
Puget Soundkeepers and Viele were post-honor cases. 

These cases raise the issue of whether a beneficiary can plead common law clauses of action to 
circumvent UCC §5-115’s one year statute of limitations.  The views on this issue differ.   

1. The Zions Bancorp court erroneously determined that UCC §5-115’s one year statute of limitations 
did not apply because the letter of credit at issue was governed by the UCP which displaced the 
UCC and because Zions Bank filed suit under for breach of contract instead of wrongful dishonor 
under Article 5.  
 

2. The opposite result was reached in Viele v. Williams where suit was filed alleging negligence, 
conspiracy, conversion and breach of contract by the LC issuing bank that paid the beneficiary’s 
demand and then applied the applicant’s CD collateral to reimburse itself. The court rejected the 
beneficiary’s attempt to circumvent Article 5’s one year statute of limitations in what it saw as a 
wrongful honor case by “couching” its complaint in breach of common law causes of action.   

3. Puget Soundkeepers is somewhat more complicated.  In that case, an employee of the beneficiary 
was sued for fraud and conversion as well as the beneficiary for presenting draw documents on 
the letter of credit the plaintiff applicant had posted for terminal lease obligations.  The dispute was 
between the defendant beneficiary and employee and the applicant.  The court analyzed and 
reasoned that the fraud claim was covered by UCC §5-108 and therefore was limited by UCC §5-
115’s one year statute of limitations.  However, because the conversion claim was not, it held that 
it was not time barred.  Issues in this case and a predecessor Washington Supreme Court case 
dealing with the interaction of the UCC ’s one year statute of limitations and its breach of warranties 
under UCC §5-110.  See Alhadeff v. Meridian on Bainbridge Island, LLC, 220 P.3d 1214, 1221 
(Wash. 2009).  The Alhadeff court noted that "whether that auxiliary cause of action displaces [the 
applicant's] common law claims, thereby rendering them claims that 'arise under' Article 5 and are 
subject to its limitations period, accordingly, depends on whether his claims are based on an 
underlying contract … or some independent duty owed by [the beneficiary to the applicant].”    

H.  Accessory v. Independent Guarantees.  As reported in the April 2022 issue of DCW, Jim Barnes 
wrote a 2013 article in which he referenced a December 2004 DC Insight article by Georges Affaki stating 
that in France there had been over 300 decisions dealing solely with whether an undertaking should be 
characterized as a dependent (suretyship) or independent guarantee. The article describes this type of 
litigation as a European "sport" inducing drafters of guarantee texts to burden and lengthen them with 
meticulous details as to their character. It concludes with recommendations to incorporate the URDG and 
to use published URDG templates. 

1. Two cases, recently discussed in Documentary Credit World analyze the language and factors 
that determine whether a guarantee is an independent or suretyship-type of obligation.  Shanghai 
Shipyard Co Ltd v Reignwood International Investment (Group) Company Limited, [2021] EWCA 
Civ 1147 [England] (23 July 2021) appeal pending to English Supreme Court and McNeil & NRM 
Inc. and Audi Bank v. Kolon DACC Composite, Ltd., Case No. 2021056342 (Comm’l Crt. Paris, 
Jan. 14, 2022).  See DCW April 2022 issue. The guarantees involved in each case did not contain 
a set of rules such as the URDG or the ISP to govern them.  Instead the courts were required to 
determine from the language of the guarantee, the context in which it was used, what type of entity 
issued it, and other factors to determine whether each was an independent guarantee.  Criteria 
considered by these cases include whether (i) the guarantor is a bank or more like a corporate 



 
 

affiliate, (ii) the guarantee was issued in international commerce (the parties to the underlying 
transaction were located in different jurisdictions), (iii) the guarantee contains an undertaking to 
pay "on demand" (with or without the words "first" and/or "written") and (iv) whether the guarantee 
does not contain clauses excluding or limiting the defenses available to a guarantor.   
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[2022] SGHC(I) 1 [Singapore]

by Matthew J. KOZAKOWSKI*

Topics: Autonomy (Independence); Bills of Lading;
Commercial LC; Fraud; Letter of Indemnity;
Preclusion; “Round-Tripping” Contracts;
UCP600 Article 14(a), (b) (Standard for
Examination of Documents); UCP600 Article 15
(Complying Presentation); UCP600 Article
16(c), (d), (f) (Discrepant Documents, Waiver
and Notice); Warranties

Type of Lawsuit: Issuer sought declarations that its dishonour
was proper due to Seller/Beneficiary fraud or,
alternatively, that Seller/Beneficiary breached
LOI warranties rendering it liable to Issuer for
an amount equivalent to the LC sum; Seller/
Beneficiary sought a declaration that Issuer
wrongfully dishonoured.

Parties: Plaintiff/Counter Defendant/Issuer –
Crédit Agricole Corporate & Investment Bank, Singapore Branch
(Counsel: Sara Masters QC (instructed), Nair Suresh Sukumaran, Tan Tse
Hsien, Bryan (Chen Shixian), Bhatt Chantik Jayesh and Sylvia Lem Jia Li (PK
Wong & Nair LLC))

Defendant/Counter Plaintiff/Seller/Beneficiary – PPT Energy Trading Co.
(Counsel: Michael Collett QC (instructed), Giam Chin Toon SC, Lee Wei Yuen
Arvin (Li Weiyun), Lyssetta Teo Li Lin, Tay Ting Xun Leon and Wan Hui Ting,
Monique (Wen Huiting) (Wee Swee Teow LLP))

Applicant/Alleged Fraudster – Zenrock Commodities Trading Pte. Ltd.

Presenting Bank – Bank of China
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Underlying
Transaction: Purchase and planned on-sale of Djeno crude oil.

LC: LC issued subject to UCP600 for approximately USD 23.6 million.

Decision: The Singapore International Commercial Court, Cooke, J., denied each declaration
sought by Issuer, ruled in favour of Seller/Beneficiary and reserved judgment
regarding interest, fees and costs, pending further hearing and submissions.

Rationale: (1) Absent presentation of fraudulent or forged documents, dishonour of
complying documents improper where Issuer fails to show beneficiary acted
dishonestly in its presentation, i.e. (a) with knowledge that statements therein are
false, (b) without belief that what is stated is true, or (c) acted alongside applicant
to defraud issuer; (2) beneficiary who acts recklessly in its inquiry of underlying
commercial realities represented by documents but makes presentation with belief
that what is stated is true, insufficient to justify dishonour; (3) LOI warranties and
indemnity unenforceable absent full payment by underlying contractual due date.

Factual Summary:
To secure its purchase of 920,000 (+/- 5%) barrels of Djeno crude oil, Zenrock Commodities

Trading Pte. Ltd. (Applicant/Alleged Fraudster) applied for and caused Crédit Agricole Corporate &
Investment Bank, Singapore Branch (Issuer) to issue a UCP600 letter of credit in favour of PPT
Energy Trading Co. (Seller/Beneficiary). Issuer held a “registered floating charge over goods
purchased by” Applicant/Alleged Fraudster; additionally, as Applicant/Alleged Fraudster claimed it
would on-sell the crude oil to Total Oil Trading S.A. (TOTSA), Issuer received a signed acceptance
from TOTSA for an assignment of the proceeds due under the on-sale contract. Among other terms,
the LC required presentation of the original bills of lading. In the event that original B/Ls were
unavailable, the LC provided for an alternate presentation of a signed invoice and signed letter of
indemnity (LOI). The LOI text provided in the Judgment is reprinted below.

Unknown to Issuer when preparing the LC, Applicant/Alleged Fraudster had been engaged in
“round-tripping” contracts regarding the crude oil. The oil had originally been purchased by
Applicant/Alleged Fraudster from SOCAR Trading S.A. (SOCAR), then on-sold to Shandong Energy
International (Singapore) Pte Ltd. (Shandong), which in turn sold the oil to Seller/Beneficiary. To
secure the LC, Applicant/Alleged Fraudster had presented Issuer with a copy of the purchase
contract between itself and Seller/Beneficiary as well as a purported copy of the on-sale contract
between itself and TOTSA.1 As Issuer would later discover, however, the on-sale contract it received
to support LC issuance did not reflect the underlying realities of the transaction. The LC value
reflected the genuine purchase price of the sales contract between Applicant/Alleged Fraudster and
Seller/Beneficiary as being the “unit price of the average of the mean quotations published in Platt’s
crude oil marketwire” (para.2) plus a premium of USD 3.24 per barrel. The purported on-sale
contract between Applicant/Alleged Fraudster and TOTSA reflected a purchase price of Platt’s plus
USD 3.60.

1. The Judgment refers to the sales contract as the “PPT-Zenrock Sale Contract”, and the on-sale contract as the
“Fabricated Zenrock-TOTSA Sale Contract”.
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Thus, as the opinion notes, were this to be the true on-sale price, the proceeds assigned to Issuer
from TOTSA would cover the purchase price Applicant/Alleged Fraudster would owe Seller/
Beneficiary and, accordingly, the exposure of Issuer under the LC.

The LC was issued on 3 April 2020. Because the original B/Ls were unavailable, Seller/Beneficiary
made the alternate presentation, through Bank of China (Presenting Bank), of an LOI and signed
invoice to Issuer on 16 April 2020. It was undisputed that this presentation complied with the LC
terms and conditions. Issuer, however, became concerned about the underlying realities when it
received an email from TOTSA on 23 April 2020 making several allegations: (1) that TOTSA received

a competing notice from ING
Bank NV (ING) regarding its
assignment of proceeds for the
on-sale contract with
Applicant/Alleged Fraudster;
(2) that Applicant/Alleged
Fraudster requested TOTSA to
approve the ING assignment
(although TOTSA never

countersigned that document); (3) Applicant/Alleged Fraudster subsequently requested TOTSA not
to approve the ING assignment as an internal “mistake” by Applicant/Alleged Fraudster caused the
assignment to go to Issuer; (4) TOTSA countersigned the assignment to Issuer; and (5) that TOTSA
acknowledged it would pay the legitimate holder of its receivable. Following this email, Issuer
informed TOTSA of the contract Applicant/Alleged Fraudster provided to support issuance of the
LC. On 28 April 2020, TOTSA tendered Issuer with the actual on-sale contract. That contract showed
a purchase price of Platt’s minus USD 3.60 per barrel. As the Judgment notes:

It thus became plain to [Issuer] that it had been defrauded by [Applicant/Alleged Fraudster]. Not
only had [Applicant/Alleged Fraudster] assigned the TOTSA Receivable to two different banks by
issuing the Duplicate [Notices of Assignment], but it had also procured the issue of the Letter of
Credit by [Issuer] on the basis of a forged sales contract to TOTSA (viz., the Fabricated [Applicant/
Alleged Fraudster]-TOTSA Sale Contract), resulting in a figure in the Letter of Credit which was
about 87% higher than the approximate market value of the Cargo. What [Issuer] did not know was
the extent to which any other party, such as [Seller/Beneficiary], was involved in the fraud, but it
was deeply suspicious. [Para.14]

Given these suspicions, Issuer chose to dishonour Seller/Beneficiary’s presentation, although the
maturity date for payment, as reflected in the underlying contract, was 5 June 2020. Critically,
however, Issuer did not provide Seller/Beneficiary a notice of refusal stating its basis for dishonour
within the timeframe prescribed by UCP600. Issuer’s decision to dishonour became clear when on 28
May 2020 it applied for and obtained an ex parte interim injunction from the High Court of Singapore
restraining payment. Seller/Beneficiary received notice of this injunction. Before the injunction was
lifted, the relevant parties engaged Mayer Brown (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. (Escrow Agent) to serve as
escrow for the TOTSA sale proceeds pending resolution of the dispute. TOTSA tendered Escrow
Agent USD 16,517,003.06; thereafter, interpleader proceedings began, although the Judgment notes
that the outcome of those proceedings was unknown. Following discovery of other schemes,

Critically, Issuer did not provide Seller/

Beneficiary a notice of refusal stating its basis

for dishonour within the timeframe prescribed

by UCP600.
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2. This is the first judgment of the Singapore International Commercial Court that focused on a letter of credit dispute.

3. [1992] 3 SLR(R) 146 [Singapore]

4. [2016] 3 SLR 557 [Singapore]

Applicant/Alleged Fraudster went into interim judicial management rendering it an unlikely source
of any recoupment.

The interim injunction was discharged by the High Court on 13 November 2020 after the parties
executed an accommodation whereby Issuer paid the LC value into a blocked account under Seller/
Beneficiary’s name. In turn, Seller/Beneficiary caused Presenting Bank to issue a bank guarantee
which was provided to the court to pay Issuer were Issuer to prevail in its fraud defence.

Subsequently, the High Court transferred the case to the Singapore International Commercial
Court.2 The action involved two competing claims. Issuer sought a declaration that Seller/Beneficiary
was not entitled to the LC proceeds as it was a participant in the underlying fraud and an order that
Seller/Beneficiary return the payment made pursuant to the accommodation plus interest;
alternatively, even if Issuer were found to have improperly dishonoured, Issuer sought a declaration
that Seller/Beneficiary breached the warranties made in the LOI and, consequently, Seller/
Beneficiary was liable for damages equal to the LC sum paid under the accommodation. In its
counterclaim, Seller/Beneficiary sought a declaration that it was entitled to retain the proceeds paid
under the accommodation plus the costs of obtaining the bank guarantee. The LC proceeds Issuer
tendered pursuant to the accommodation sat in a blocked-account as counter-security for the
guarantee. The Singapore International Commercial Court, Cooke, J., denied each of Issuer’s
requests and ruled in favour of Seller/Beneficiary. The Judge reserved for further determination
what, if any, interest or fees Seller/Beneficiary should be granted.

Legal Analysis:Legal Analysis:Legal Analysis:Legal Analysis:Legal Analysis:
1. Letters of Credit and the Fraud Exception. The Judge began by noting that letters of credit are

the lifeblood of international commerce and, contrary to Issuer arguments, observing the
“autonomous”, independence of the undertaking, the “contract” between the issuer and beneficiary
is “unaffected by any irregularities in the underlying commercial contract of sale.” (para.17). An
issuer of a UCP600 letter of credit is required to review the compliance of documents pursuant to the
standard(s) in Article 14(a) (Standard for Examination of Documents), i.e. on the basis of the
documents alone. Citing the Singapore Court of Appeal decision in Brody, White and Co. v. Chemet
Handel Trading (S) Pte. Ltd.,3 the Judge noted that the “fraud in question must relate to the documents
presented under the letter of credit rather than the underlying sale contract.” (para.18). Issuer
attempted to rely on the Singapore decision Arab Banking Corp. v. Boustead Singapore Ltd.4 to set out its
case of fraud. Thus, Issuer argued that a proper fraud defence could be established where the
beneficiary either acted dishonestly or recklessly in its presentation of documents or was otherwise
indifferent as to whether or not the documents complied. The Judge partially agreed with this
framing of the fraud defence to payment but expressed that

any fraud capable of vitiating a demand for payment under a letter of credit must be in the
presentation of documents itself, in my judgment, such fraud can only, by definition, encompass a
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beneficiary who acts dishonestly, in presenting otherwise facially compliant documents either with
the knowledge that what is contained therein is false, or without belief that what is contained
therein is true. (para.20).

Notably, the Judge distinguished the instant case from Arab Banking Corp., where the underlying
instrument was a demand guarantee. Thus, the Judge noted that “there is a distinction between the
law relating to letters of credit and the law relating to demand guarantees and so nothing in Arab
Banking Corp impacts upon the Court of Appeal’s earlier decision in Brody.” (para.21). Under
Singapore law, for example, payment under a demand guarantee may be restrained upon a showing
of unconscionability. No similar restraint is available for a commercial LC. Having reviewed the law
regarding the fraud exception, the Judge noted that for Issuer to prevail in its fraud defence, it
would have to demonstrate that Seller/Beneficiary acted dishonestly in its presentation of
documents by intending to participate alongside Applicant/Alleged Fraudster in defrauding Issuer.
Moreover, absent a showing that Seller/Beneficiary presented forged or false documents, it would
be insufficient to merely show that Seller/Beneficiary was reckless in its inquiries regarding the
purpose of the round-tripping contracts. Definitive proof of deceit on the part of Seller/Beneficiary
was required, whether of knowledge of the duplicate notices of assignment, fabricated contract with
TOTSA, or otherwise firm proof that Seller/Beneficiary acted dishonestly in its presentation.
(para.22).

2. Issuer’s Case of Fraud & Review of Evidence. Generally, Issuer’s case of fraud alleged that
Seller/Beneficiary had misrepresented that it had actually transferred marketable title of the crude
oil to Applicant/Alleged Fraudster and that Seller/Beneficiary knew the round-tripping transactions
were a sham; moreover, Seller/Beneficiary knew or should have known (or was reckless in its due
diligence) regarding the inflated market value of the crude oil as it allegedly changed possession
amongst the parties in the cycle. The Judge remarked on several occasions that there was no
suggestion in either the pleadings or during cross examination that the representatives of Seller/
Beneficiary “were aware of the Fabricated [Applicant/Alleged Fraudster]-TOTSA Sale Contract, the
issuance of the Duplicate [Notices of Assignment] and the consequent inducement to [Issuer] to issue
the Letter of Credit in favour [Seller/Beneficiary].” (para.26).

The Judge proceeded to engage in an extensive review of witness and documentary evidence to
determine what knowledge Seller/Beneficiary had of the underlying round-tripping contracts and
whether or not Seller/Beneficiary had acted dishonestly by engaging in what Issuer considered
sham transactions. The conclusions of that review are summarised with the assistance of select
quotations. Interested trade practitioners, however, may find this portion of the Judgment valuable
as it provides insight on the practices involved in round-tripping transactions, especially as those
under review occurred during a time of altered working (and market) conditions due to the then
early days of the pandemic. (paras. 31-136).

The first significant conclusion made by the Judge was a rejection of Seller/Beneficiary’s witnesses
that they were unaware that Applicant/Alleged Fraudster was engaged in round-tripping. This was
largely derived from the review of emails and text messages between the parties discussing the
replacement of certain proposed parties and substitution of others in the transaction chain. In fact, it
must have become apparent to Seller/Beneficiary when Applicant/Alleged Fraudster swiftly
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5. It is worth mentioning that the LOI was subject to English law.

changed its position of seller to purchaser from Seller/Beneficiary, and then on-seller to TOTSA. The
Judge, however, “ha[d] to accept the evidence that the [Seller/Beneficiary] witnesses did not know
that the prices in the round-tripping transactions in which they participated were well above market
prices, which is one of the other essential pieces of knowledge that must be attributed to [Seller/
Beneficiary] if it is to be said that [Seller/Beneficiary] had participated in [Applicant/Alleged
Fraudster]’s fraud on [Issuer].” (para.113). While the Judge noted that Seller/Beneficiary was not an
“innocent bystander” to the reality that Applicant/Alleged Fraudster was engaged in circular
trading, the evidence showed that Seller/Beneficiary did not act fraudulently regarding its
presentation “because [Seller/Beneficiary] had, in this case, been offered a pre-structured deal,
similar to those in which it had taken part in the past, all of which had gone through successfully
without any suggestion of fraud.” (para.115). Moreover, under Singapore law, a beneficiary has no
duty of care in presenting documents to an issuer for payment and

the absence of any enquiry or any attempt to ascertain what lay behind the round-tripping and
the presence of unusual features in the transaction (particularly in the absence of knowledge of
the high prices involved), cannot be said to amount to dishonesty per se, nor can dishonesty be
inferred from these elements of knowledge, even if all taken together. (para.117).

The Judge turned to the lack of any misrepresentation made by Seller/Beneficiary. Issuer
continued to argue that the round-tripping nature of the transactions rendered the contract between
Seller/Beneficiary and Applicant/Alleged Fraudster a “sham”. The Judge disagreed, however,
noting that “sham” transactions require a “common subjective intention” between the parties to not
actually create rights and obligations otherwise reflected by the documents, i.e. requiring “a finding
the parties to the sham were dishonest in creating a pretence of a transaction in order to deceive
others when there was in reality no such transaction.” (para.120). There was no evidence before the
Judge that would suggest the parties in the chain of transactions did not intend for the property to
pass pursuant to their contracts. Moreover, whether the parties expected receipt of original shipping
documents is “nothing to the point.” (para.123).

Trading in oil products frequently involves what amounts to little more than trading in documents
with the product being delivered to the ultimate purchaser, with money and documents being
exchanged by the intervening participants in the chain from original supplier to that ultimate
purchaser. That does not make the transactions any the less genuine or mean that property in the
goods does not pass. (para.123)

As Issuer failed to establish that the presented invoice or LOI were forged or fraudulent, and
could neither demonstrate a misrepresentation by Seller/Beneficiary regarding marketable title nor
show participation in fraud alongside Applicant/Alleged Fraudster, the Judge turned to the letter of
credit issues.

3. Issues Regarding the LC. As mentioned, there was no dispute that Seller/Beneficiary made a
complying presentation, albeit through the alternative terms requiring a signed invoice and LOI
(through an LOI form provided by Applicant/Alleged Fraudster).5 Accordingly, pursuant to UCP600
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Articles 14 (Standard for Examination of Documents), 15 (Complying Presentation) and 16
(Discrepant Documents, Wavier and Notice), Issuer was required to “accept the documents within
the five banking day period prescribed, but it failed to do so.” Moreover, Issuer failed to give notice
of non-payment or detail any discrepancies justifying dishonour; Issuer was “therefore, by the terms
of the UCP 600, precluded from claiming that the documents did not constitute a complying
presentation.” (para.138).

Before turning to further arguments raised by Issuer, the Judge commented on the nature of the
circular transactions and the actual fraud that occurred:6

Whilst various pejorative terminology could be applied to the round-tripping transactions, they
were nonetheless genuine sales and purchases between the parties with all the incidents of such
sales and purchases, including the intention to pass property in the Cargo and for it to be
ultimately delivered to the ultimate receiver. [Seller/Beneficiary] did not know that the round-
tripping transactions were sham because they were not. The round-trip transactions were not in
themselves unlawful because [Applicant/Alleged Fraudster] was at liberty to sell and repurchase
the Cargo on such terms as it wished, provided that it still fulfilled its obligations to TOTSA
under the True [Applicant/Alleged Fraudster]-TOTSA Sale Contract. The unlawfulness arose from
[Applicant/Alleged Fraudster] fabrication of that contract (giving rise to the Fabricated
[Applicant/Alleged Fraudster]-TOTSA Sale Contract) which was presented to [Issuer] to obtain
the Letter of Credit and the Duplicate [Notices of Assignment] purporting to assign the TOTSA
Receivable to both ING and [Issuer]. (para.142).

4. Issues Concerning LOI. Issuer argued that Seller/Beneficiary had breached express warranties
made in the LOI presented under the LC, specifically those concerning marketable title free and
clear of any liens or encumbrances and an entitlement to receive original shipping documents. The
Judge first reviewed the law distinguishing unilateral and bilateral contracts to determine whether
the warranties stated in the LOI materialised as they were to be made “in consideration” of Issuer
making full payment at the due date pursuant to the underlying sales contract. As the Judge noted,
the “LOI does not set out warranties which are to be given in the event of a mere agreement to pay
the sum in question, nor warranties which are to be given in the event of a payment made after the
due date.” (para.153). The sales contract between Seller/Beneficiary and Applicant/Alleged
Fraudster set the due date for payment 60 days from the B/L date, which was 5 June 2020.

As mentioned, Issuer ultimately paid the LC value into a blocked account pursuant to an
accommodation on 18 November 2020 (the injunction was discharged on 13 November). Thus, the
query became whether the due date for payment stated in the contract had been extended by
operation of the interim injunction granted on 28 May 2020. To this, the Judge noted that it was
Issuer “which sought the injunction which now turns out not to have been justified since payment
was due under the Letter of Credit in accordance with the decision set out earlier in this judgment.”
(para.159). Accordingly, the Judge reasoned that the due date for payment could not have been so
extended as Applicant/Alleged Fraudster was not a party to the injunction proceedings nor, even if
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Presented LOI:

LETTER OF INDEMNITY (L.O.I.)

Date: 09 April 2020

From: PPT Energy Trading Co Ltd

To: Credit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank, Singapore Branch for account of Zenrock
Commodities Trading Pte Ltd

We refer to our contract dated 2 April 2020 in respect of our sale to Zenrock Commodities
Trading Pte Ltd of a shipment of 920,191.814 US barrels of Djeno Crude Oil shipped on board
the vessel Indigo Nova at the port of Djeno Terminal, Congo with bills of lading dated 06 April
2020.

To date we are unable to provide you with the requisite shipping documents in relation to the
said sale which consist of:

1) Full set 3/3 original and 3 non-negotiable copies clean on board bills of lading issued or
endorsed to the order of Credit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank, Singapore Branch.

In consideration of your making payment of the full invoiced price of USD23,662,732.50 (and
payment when due of any subsequent shortfall apparent on any final invoicing and set out in
any final invoice) for the shipment at the due date for payment under the terms of the above
contract without having been provided with the above documents, we hereby expressly
warrant that at the time property passed under the contract we had marketable title to such
shipment, free and clear of any lien or encumbrance, and that we had full right and authority to
transfer such title to you, and that we are entitled to receive these documents from our supplier
and transfer them to you.

We further agree to protect, indemnify and save you harmless from and against any and all
damages, costs and expenses (including reasonable legal fees) which you may suffer or incur by
reason of the original bills of lading and other documents remaining outstanding or breach of
warranties given above …

This Letter of Indemnity shall be governed by and construed in all respects in accordance with
the laws of England, but without reference to any conflict of law rules. …

The validity of this Letter of Indemnity shall expire upon our presentation to you of the
aforesaid shipping documents or one year after bill of lading date.

it had the authority to do so, did the High Court make any ruling or finding concerning due date
extension. The accommodation executed between Issuer and Seller/Beneficiary also made no
mention of a due date extension as “[t]he parties were plainly reserving all their rights and
conceding nothing. No reference was made to the due date for payment under the [Seller/
Beneficiary]-[Applicant/Alleged Fraudster] Sale Contract or the impact of any payment made by
[Issuer] on the terms or effect of the LOI.” (para.157). As the LOI warranties never took effect, the
Judge denied Issuer’s requested declaration that Seller/Beneficiary breached the same causing Issuer
damages.
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5. Warranties. Although ruling that no express warranties stated in the LOI were ultimately made,
the Judge proceeded to examine, for the sake of thoroughness, the text of the LOI to determine if,
had warranties been made, any were broken by Seller/Beneficiary. As mentioned, the LOI was
subject to English law.

The first warranty concerned marketable title “at the time property passed under the contract”.
The evidence available to the Judge indicated that original shipping documents were never held by
Seller/Beneficiary and were not circulated amongst the parties. That alone, however, would not

prevent the passing of title to
the oil. The first warranty in
the LOI stated that Seller/
Beneficiary had marketable title
on 5 or 6 April 2020: “Since
property in the Cargo passed at
the loading port all the way

down the chain, [Seller/Beneficiary] had title in the sense of ownership of the Cargo. The title was
marketable in as much as ownership could and did pass at the vessel’s flange at the loadport.”
(para.170).

Nevertheless, the inquiry continued as to whether Seller/Beneficiary had such title “free and clear
of any lien or encumbrance”, the second potential warranty made in the LOI. This question raised,
as mentioned early in the abstract, the floating charge held by Issuer “of all [Applicant/Alleged
Fraudster’s] rights, title, benefits and interest in all goods financed or to be financed by that bank.”
(para.173). This floating charge would “crystallise” were goods to become subject to any lien or
encumbrance prohibited by the deed signed with Issuer or Applicant/Alleged Fraudster’s
insolvency. Such crystallisation was said to have occurred on or about 3 April 2020 by operation of
the notice of assignment executed between TOTSA and ING, i.e. by creating a security interest in the
goods contrary to the deed with Issuer. At the time title in the goods passed to Seller/Beneficiary,
however, only Applicant/Alleged Fraudster could have been aware of this crystallisation.
Accordingly, Seller/Beneficiary argued that “[e]ven if a purchaser has notice of the floating charge, if
it has no notice of crystallisation, it is said that it takes free of the charge.” (para.176). The Judge
accepted this view as conforming to basic contractual principles, while acknowledging a lack of any
cited authority. Thus, the Judge concluded Seller/Beneficiary would not have otherwise been in
breach of the first two LOI warranties had they been made and turned to the third and final
warranty.

The third warranty concerned the requisite shipping documents and Seller/Beneficiary’s right to
receive those documents and transfer them to Issuer. As a general matter, each of the underlying
sales contracts stipulated that the purchaser would be entitled to receive shipping documents. Even
though the documents never changed hands amongst the parties, the Judge noted that the fact “that
the participants in the chain chose not to effect such endorsements but to rely upon the provision for
payment against a commercial invoice and letter of indemnity does not affect the entitlement of each
purchaser to the original bills of lading under its purchase contract.” (para.186). The warranty was
not that Seller/Beneficiary would furnish Issuer with the documents, merely its entitlement to
receive them. Thus, the Judge concluded that Seller/Beneficiary would not have been in breach of
the third LOI warranty.

On the facts of the case, Issuer was unable to rely

on the indemnity to recoup any of its losses

under the LC.
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6. Indemnity. The final issue regarded the indemnity term contained in the LOI. Issuer argued
that the indemnity was independent of the warranties. The Judge disagreed, however, noting that
the indemnity would be made in the same way as the warranties, i.e. full payment by the due date.
Accordingly, on the facts of the case, Issuer was unable to rely on the indemnity to recoup any of its
losses under the LC. Before dispensing with the issue, however, the Judge considered a
counterfactual whereby Issuer had actually received the original shipping documents. Nevertheless,
even if Issuer had received the B/Ls, it would have almost certainly not accepted them and become a
holder because the underlying fraud by Applicant/Alleged Fraudster was presumed to have still
occurred. Issuer would have been notified at or about the same time by TOTSA that TOTSA’s
receivable had been assigned to both Issuer and ING.

Even if [Issuer] had become holder of the original bills of lading before discharge of the Cargo, it
does not appear that it would have been in any better position than it was without becoming
holder of those bills because TOTSA would have asserted its claim to the Cargo as holder of the
legal title and the carrier would have been on notice of the competing claims to the Cargo and
would not have delivered to [Issuer] against any presentation of the bills because of the risk of a
claim in conversion from TOTSA.

Having found the LOI indemnity unenforceable in the same way as the warranties, the Judge
denied Issuer’s requested declarations and turned to the issue of appropriate remedies in favour of
Seller/Beneficiary.

7. Conclusion. Although Seller/Beneficiary originally sought approximately USD 23.6 million, that
sum has already been paid into a blocked account through the prior accommodation. In any event,
there was now no possible basis for Issuer to make a claim on the bank guarantee securing the paid
sum. Seller/Beneficiary sought both pre- and post-judgment interest as well as attorney’s fees and
costs for securing the bank guarantee from Presenting Bank. The Judge, however, declined to make a
ruling in this Judgment on those issues. Instead, the Judge concluded:

I need do no more than determine that [Issuer]’s claims for an injunction, declaration and an
order for reimbursement of the sum paid under the Letter of Credit to [Seller/Beneficiary] all fail
and that [Seller/Beneficiary] is entitled to retain that sum and is likely to recover interest for
being kept out of that sum between 5 June 2020 and 18 November 2020. Whether it is entitled to
further interest or the other sums claimed, whether as damages or otherwise remains to be
determined, as does the question of liability for costs. (para.209). ■
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ERA Capital L.P. v. Soleil Chartered Bank
No. 651984/2019, 2021 WL 2003177 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. May 19, 2021) [USA]

1. The Opinion refers to Parent and Issuer jointly as “Soleil”.

Topics: Advising Bank; Breach of Contract; Fiduciary Duty; Forum Non Conveniens; Negligence;
US Rev. UCC 5-102(a)(1) (Definitions); UCP600 Article 2 (Definitions); Use, as Security; Wrongful
Dishonor

Note: As part of an underlying real estate purchase, ERA Capital L.P. (Creditor) planned to loan
the purchase price to IR Real Investments (Debtor/Buyer). To secure the loan, Creditor approached
its bank, Regions Bank (Advising Bank), for advice on letters of credit as Creditor expressed that it
had “no experience” with LCs. Advising Bank acknowledged having “the requisite experience” with
LCs and agreed to “counsel and assist” Creditor while serving as an “advisory bank.” In a message
to Advising Bank, Creditor wanted to request one of its “partners to issue a bank letter of credit and
asked for guidance in the process.” Thereafter, Advising Bank allegedly assisted Creditor regarding
LC terms over a period of time after Creditor forwarded an initial draft. Near the end of the
drafting process, an Advising Bank representative expressed that “he thought [Creditor] had been
dealing with Standard Chartered Bank, not Soleil Chartered Bank”. Advising Bank informed
Creditor that it would request its compliance division to “do a background check” on Soleil
Chartered Bank. Subsequently, the Advising Bank representative informed Creditor that “this bank
[Soleil] is good but I would have preferred Standard Chartered Bank.” Subsequently, Creditor
forwarded the final draft of the standby to Advising Bank. The opinion states that Soleil Capitale
Corp. (Parent) “issued the letter of credit on behalf of” Soleil Chartered Bank (Issuer) in favor of
Creditor/Beneficiary “payable at” Parent’s New York business address. The standby was subject to
UCP600.

Creditor/Beneficiary accordingly loaned Debtor/Buyer USD 862,000 for the real estate purchase.
Subsequently, Debtor/Buyer defaulted on the loan and Creditor/Beneficiary demanded payment
from Issuer1 on the standby through Advising Bank. Issuer dishonored and merely replied “non-
compliant.” Following several inquiries by Creditor/Beneficiary regarding payment, Issuer replied
that it had canceled the LC and alleged a “fraudulent presentation.” Creditor/Beneficiary sued
Parent and Issuer alleging breach of contract; Creditor/Beneficiary also sued Advising Bank for
negligence and breach of fiduciary duty. Parent and Issuer moved to dismiss the action based on
inconvenient forum (forum non conveniens). Alternatively, Parent sought to dismiss the action against
it for failure to state a claim. Advising Bank also moved to dismiss the action for failure to state
claims. The Supreme Court of New York, Crane, J., denied each motion.

Regarding the joint motion to dismiss for forum non conveniens, the Judge noted that Parent and
Issuer had failed to demonstrate how litigating in New York would be unduly burdensome or how
another forum would be more appropriate. Parent and Issuer argued that the case ought to be
litigated in Florida as Creditor/Beneficiary and Advising Bank were located there as well as the
majority of witnesses; Parent and Issuer curiously argued that New York subpoenas would be
ineffective against Florida residents and failed to make any argument regarding how Florida courts
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could exercise jurisdiction over Parent and Issuer. In denying the motion to dismiss for forum non
conveniens, the Judge noted that the case involved a standby LC issued in New York by a New York
entity which was payable in New York.

Parent sought to dismiss itself from the lawsuit arguing that it was not a party to the LC.
Creditor/Beneficiary countered that Parent both issued the LC and dishonored its presentation. The
Judge rejected the motion to dismiss noting that Parent’s name appeared on the standby twice, “both
times without an explanation as to its role.” Given the uncertainty as to Parent’s role under the LC
and the early period of litigation, the Judge concluded that it was premature to dismiss Parent.

Advising Bank argued for dismissal of Creditor/Beneficiary’s claims of negligence and breach of
fiduciary duty given its limited obligations as an adviser under US Rev. UCC Article 5 (Letters of
Credit) and UCP600. Creditor/Beneficiary countered that the alleged negligent conduct was outside
of Advising Bank’s “ministerial acceptance of the LC and demand for payment” and instead
occurred during the consultations between Creditor/Beneficiary and Advising Bank on LC practice
and the determination that Issuer would be suitable. The Judge reviewed communications between
representatives of Creditor/Beneficiary and Advising Bank regarding the drafting phase of the
standby and noted that these discussions began “two months before the first documentation” arose
stating that Advising Bank had agreed to act as adviser at the request of Issuer. Advising Bank again
stressed that its obligations and thus liability as adviser were defined by the UCC and UCP600. The
Judge reviewed UCC section 5-102(a)(1)2 and UCP600 Article 2 (Definitions)3 and noted the
“substantially similar” approach in defining the role of advising banks. Although acknowledging the
undisputed fact that Advising Bank served as such under the LC, the Judge concluded that questions
of fact and law remained on whether the alleged negligence and breach of fiduciary duty occurred
outside of its LC advising role.

Although the Judge concluded that the common law negligence claim was not displaced by the
UCC, Advising Bank argued that the fiduciary breach claim should be dismissed as its relationship
with Creditor/Beneficiary was merely banker and customer. Conversely, Creditor/Beneficiary
pointed to its years-long customer relationship with Advising Bank as well as its request for
guidance regarding letters of credit and reliance on Advising Bank’s due diligence check of Issuer.
The Judge acknowledged that Creditor/Beneficiary had sufficiently pleaded facts “beyond the
typical bank-customer relationship that could give rise to a fiduciary relationship.” As the question
of fact on whether a fiduciary relationship had been established could not be appropriately
determined at the motion to dismiss phase, the Judge denied Advising Bank’s motion and set a
pretrial compliance conference for the parties.

Comment: This case may represent a cautionary tale for banks when requested to extend
additional services and expertise to their customers. ■

[MJK]

2. Rev. UCC Article 5-102(a)(1): “‘Adviser’ means a person who, at the request of the issuer, a confirmer, or another
adviser, notifies or requests another adviser to notify the beneficiary that a letter of credit has been issued, confirmed
or amended.”

3. UCP600 Art. 2: “Advising bank means the bank that advises the credit at the request of the issuing bank.”

LITIGALITIGALITIGALITIGALITIGATION DIGESTTION DIGESTTION DIGESTTION DIGESTTION DIGEST
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TC Skyward Aviation U.S., Inc.
v. Deutsche Bank AG

No. 20 Civ. 8157 (GBD) (SLC), 2021 WL 3887812
(S.D.N.Y. Aug. 31, 2021) [USA]

Topics: Breach of Contract; Fraud; Independence Principle;
N.Y. Rev. UCC Article 5-109(a)(2) (Fraud and Forgery)

Note: As part of a sale-leaseback agreement between TAM
Linhas Aereas, S.A. (Seller/Lessee), a Brazilian company, and 777
Leasing, LLC (Buyer/Lessor), a Delaware, US, company, Buyer/
Lessor agreed to purchase from and lease back to Seller/Lessee
an inventory of Boeing Model 777 parts for use by Seller/Lessee
to maintain its aircrafts. To finance its purchase, Buyer/Lessor
entered into a financing agreement with, among others, TC
Skyward Aviation U.S., Inc. (Financier), a Delaware company,
whereby Financier was granted a lien in the inventory. Seller/
Lessee issued a “notice and acknowledgment” of the lien and, in
accordance with the sale-leaseback agreement, Seller/Lessee/
Applicant applied for and obtained, as amended, a USD
12,020,000 standby letter of credit issued by Deutsche Bank AG,
New York branch, (Issuer) in favor of Financier/Beneficiary.1

Subsequently, Seller/Lessee/Applicant voluntarily petitioned
for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. The next day, Financier/Beneficiary
sent Issuer a signed demand letter for USD 12,020,000 and
included the original standby LC.2 Issuer responded by email
acknowledging receipt of the demand. Thereafter, Issuer sent an
email to Financier/Beneficiary stating: “the presented documents
are LC confirm [sic] and we have claimed reimbursement from
Applicant. As the LC terms are silent, payment will be effected
latest Jul [sic] 20, 2020.”

Before paying Financier/Beneficiary, however, Issuer received
a letter from Seller/Lessee/Applicant’s lawyer insisting that there
was “no basis” for the demand and requested Issuer to dishonor.
The letter alleged that Seller/Lessee/Applicant was “current on
its payment obligations under the Agreement” and was otherwise
unaware of any other basis for default justifying a demand on the

1. There is no mention of whether the standby was subject to practice rules.
Excerpts of the standby text provided in the opinion are reprinted within this
summary.

2. The demand stated: “The amount of USD 12,020,000.00 has become due
and payable by the Applicant under the Lease. The original Letter of Credit is
enclosed.”
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LC. Further, the letter from
Seller/Lessee/Applicant’s
lawyer claimed that Financier/
Beneficiary’s basis for finding
Seller/Lessee/Applicant in
default of the underlying
agreement due to filing for
bankruptcy constituted
reliance on an unenforceable
ipso facto clause under US
Bankruptcy Code section
365(e).3 Seller/Lessee/
Applicant sent Issuer another
letter on 20 July 2020 disputing
the validity of the demand and
restated its request for Issuer
to dishonor. Issuer, in turn,
sent a letter to Financier/
Beneficiary disclosing its
intention to dishonor the

Standby Text:

BY ORDER OF TAM LINHAS AEREAS, S.A [Seller/
Lessee/Applicant] ... WE DEUTSCH BANK AG, NEW
YORK BRANCH [Issuer] HEREBY ISSUE IN YOUR
[Financier/Beneficiary] FAVOR OUR IRREVOCABLE
STANDBY LETTER OF CREDIT ... FOR USD 14,520,000.00
... AVAILABLE AGAINST THE PRESENTATION OF THE
FOLLOWING:

A) ORIGINAL LETTER OF CREDIT ALONG WITH ALL
AMENDMENTS (IF ANY)

B) BENEFICIARY’S STATEMENT PURPORTEDLY SIGNED
BY AN AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY STATING:

QUOTE

1) THE AMOUNT OF USD X HAS BECOME DUE AND
PAYABLE BY THE APPLICANT UNDER THE LEASE ...

UNQUOTE

presentation and stated that it had “decided not to honor the draw as we are entitled to do under
New York Uniform Commercial Code Section 5-109(a)(2).” Following Financier/Beneficiary’s letter
of objection, Issuer defended its decision to dishonor on the basis that Seller/Lessee/Applicant had
“advised” Issuer that “such amount was not in fact owing and that the Drawing statement was
therefore false.”

Financier/Beneficiary sued Issuer for breach of contract alleging wrongful dishonor. Issuer moved
to dismiss the motion for failure to state a claim. Financier/Beneficiary cross-motioned for summary
judgment and requested the court to consider Issuer’s motion as one for summary judgment as
Issuer included evidence outside the pleadings. The court agreed and converted Issuer’s motion.
The United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, Daniels, J., denied Issuer’s
converted motion and granted summary judgment in favor of Financier/Beneficiary.

On the sole issue of whether Issuer had wrongfully dishonored, the Judge began by citing case
law discussing the independence principle of letters of credit and noted that LCs are “entirely
separate from common law contract concepts”.4 Turning to Issuer’s fraud defense, the Judge noted
the “narrow” fraud exception to LC independence and the importance of LCs in the   “smooth
operation of international commerce” and the general reluctance of courts to engage in “pre-payment
litigation”. Issuer argued it was entitled to dishonor under Rev. Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) 5-
109 (Fraud and Forgery) as Issuer had been informed that Seller/Lessee/Applicant was current on
its lease payments; thus, the demand for payment was essentially “materially fraudulent”. Financier/
Beneficiary argued that Issuer had improperly relied Seller/Lessee/Applicant’s allegations;

3. Generally, where a party experiences insolvency or petitions for bankruptcy an underlying ipso facto clause would
operate to automatically constitute such as a material breach or render the contract terminated.

4. Quoting Voest-Alpine Int’l. Corp. v. Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A., 707 F.2d 680, 682 (2d. Cir. 1983) [USA].
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moreover, as those claims regarded the lack of justification to demand payment pursuant to the
terms of the underlying agreement, Financier/Beneficiary argued that “disputes as to the legal
interpretation of a contract do not give rise to a defense of fraud against a claim for wrongful
dishonor.” The Judge agreed, noting that Issuer failed to demonstrate material fraud in the
presentation by Financier/Beneficiary.

In a similar vein, Issuer argued that Financier/Beneficiary had “no basis in fact” to demand
payment, i.e. that the statement in the demand that USD 12,020,000 was due and payable was
“entirely false.” The Judge rejected this argument, noting that Financier/Beneficiary’s statement in
the demand was an interpretation of its underlying contractual rights and Issuer’s arguments were
“not based on any misrepresentation of fact, therefore precluding a finding of fraud.”

Critically, both parties acknowledged that the demand was facially compliant, and pursuant to
settled Second Circuit law, the Judge stated that Issuer “was not entitled to reject a facially
conforming draw based on its relationship and communication” with Seller/Lessee/Applicant. Issuer
argued in the alternative that dishonor was justified on the basis that Financier/Beneficiary’s basis
for finding Seller/Lessee/Applicant in default was based on an unenforceable ipso facto clause in the
underlying contract pursuant to Bankruptcy Code 11. U.S.C. § 365(e). The Judge disagreed, noting
that Issuer failed to offer any legal authority where the Bankruptcy Code could be “invoked to
protect a third-party obligor from paying on a letter of credit”. Issuer’s argument had not been
addressed in the Second Circuit and its “unsupported legal analysis” could not serve as a reasonable
basis to dishonor the facially compliant demand.

Issuer’s final argument alleged that regardless of Financier/Beneficiary’s “subjective intent”, by
presenting a false statement, the demand constituted an “outright fraudulent practice.” In support,
Issuer cited Rockwell International Systems, Inc. v. Citibank, N.A.5 for the proposition that Issuer need
not demonstrate “malicious intent” where the beneficiary frustrated the applicant’s performance of
the underlying contract and then demanded payment on a letter of credit securing that performance.
The Judge rejected Issuer’s reliance on Rockwell, noting that no party had “alleged that [Financier/
Beneficiary] procured [Seller/Lessee/Applicant]’s default … prior to submitting its draw request,
and [Issuer] still must adduce proof of [Financier/Beneficiary]’s fraudulent intent to establish fraud
based on outright fraudulent conduct.”

Accordingly, the Issuer having failed to establish material fraud in either the underlying
transaction or in the presented demand letter, the Judge denied Issuer’s converted motion for
summary judgment and granted Financier/Beneficiary’s cross-motion for summary judgment.

Comment: As the standby drawing statement is tied to amounts “due and payable by the
applicant under the lease”, Issuer may have prevailed in this case were the court to take the
approach of allowing for dishonor where there is “no colorable basis” for demanding payment as
opposed to demonstrating malicious intent or scienter on the part of Financier/Beneficiary. In any
event, by resting its defense of dishonor on allegations of material fraud from the attorneys of
Seller/Lessee/Applicant, Issuer appears to erode its LC independence. ■

[MJK]

5. 719 F.2d 589 (2d Cir. 1983) [USA].

LITIGALITIGALITIGALITIGALITIGATION DIGESTTION DIGESTTION DIGESTTION DIGESTTION DIGEST
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Prior History: Vanpoy Corp. S.R.L. v. Soleil Chartered Bank, No.
650406/17 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Feb. 21, 2019) (dismissing party from
action and certain claims in amended complaint but otherwise
denying Issuer motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction);
Vanpoy Corp. S.R.L. v. Soleil Chartered Bank, No. 650406/2017,
2021 WL 736974 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Feb. 25, 2021) (granting
summary judgment in favor of standby beneficiary on its
breach of contract claim and rejecting Issuer’s “belated claims
of fraud” suggesting the “fish was bad”.)

Vanpoy Corp., S.R.L. v. Soleil Chartered Bank
No. 650406/17, 2022 WL 1086345

(N.Y. App. Div. Apr. 12, 2022) [USA]

Topics: Ambiguity; Bills of Lading; Breach of Contract;
Complying Presentation; Implied Term; Independence; Standby
Letter of Credit; Summary Judgment

Note: To secure its obligations under a supply contract with
Vanpoy Corp., S.R.L. (Supplier), Jay International Ltd. UK
(Broker/Applicant) applied for and obtained a USD 500,000
standby letter of credit issued by Soleil Chartered Bank (Issuer)
in favor of Supplier/Beneficiary. The standby merely required an
“authenticated SWIFT demand” which referenced the LC number
along with a statement of non-payment by the underlying buyer.

Supplier/Beneficiary agreed to deliver four shipments of
frozen seafood under seven bills of lading valued USD 450,140.80
to Chart & Capstone Integrated S.R.L. (Buyer). After Buyer
accepted delivery of the seafood and returned the empty
containers, Supplier/Beneficiary issued invoices and demanded
payment from Buyer. Buyer refused. Subsequently, Supplier/
Beneficiary, through its bank, Santander Uruguay (Presenting
Bank), demanded payment from Issuer on the standby LC via
SWIFT. Issuer dishonored. Issuer’s basis for refusal was that the
relevant bills of lading were not included in the presentation.
Apparently, Presenting Bank made several demands for payment
which Issuer either ignored or refused.

There was some evidence that Issuer “or” Buyer made two
payments to Supplier/Beneficiary totaling USD 70,000, leaving an
unpaid balance of USD 380,140.80. Supplier/Beneficiary sued
Issuer for breach of contract, unjust enrichment, and account
stated. Following discovery, Supplier/Beneficiary moved for
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partial summary judgment; Issuer opposed the motion and sought partial summary judgment
regarding the account stated claim. The New York trial court granted partial summary judgment in
favor of Supplier/Beneficiary for breach of contract and dismissed the remainder of Issuer’s motion
as moot. Issuer appealed. The New York Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Manzanet-Daniels,
Kapnick, Webber, Gesmer and Oing, JJ., unanimously affirmed, with one modification on the law.

In its brief decision, the appellate court noted that partial summary judgment was granted as
Issuer was unable to raise any triable fact in the face of Supplier/Beneficiary’s prima facie showing of
breach of contract. Evidence of the standby terms was provided along with proof of the
authenticated SWIFT messages demanding payment from Issuer. Issuer argued that its dishonor was
proper due to the standby term that “the claim if any must be in compliance to the other terms
governing the issuance”. Thus, Issuer was arguing that presentation of the underlying B/Ls was an
implied condition that ought to be read into the standby. The appellate court disagreed. Ambiguous
LC terms and conditions, where present, must be construed against an issuer. Here, the appellate
court ruled that the quoted text was ambiguous and noted that “[n]owhere in the Standby Letter of
Credit does it state or even imply that [Supplier/Beneficiary] was required to submit the original
bills of lading prior to issuance of payment by [Issuer]. This Court will not read a provision into the
parties’ agreement that was not there.”

In its closing remarks, the appellate court noted that any potential irregularities regarding the
underlying sales contract were independent of Issuer’s undertaking. Supplier/Beneficiary witnesses
testified that the original B/Ls had been provided to Buyer so they could not have been presented
in any event. Moreover, there was some evidence that Issuer eventually received the B/Ls and other
documentation “and therefore had proof this transaction was not fraudulent.”

As a final matter, the appellate court modified the trial court’s dismissal of the account stated
claim as moot and instead reinstated it and granted Issuer’s motion for partial summary judgment
on that claim as it was merely a duplicative avenue for collection under the standby.

Comment: While reference to the New York adoption of UCC Rev. Article 5 would have been
preferable, the decision does well to reinforce the independence of LCs and to apply the principle
that ambiguous LC terms and conditions ought to be construed against an issuer.

In any event, it is curious for an issuer to argue for an implied LC term. ■
[MJK]
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Viele v. Williams
No. CV-20-165, 2021 Ark. App. 231

(Ct. App. May 12, 2021) [USA]

Topics: Breach of Contract; Displacement; UCC Rev. Art. 5-115
(Statute of Limitations); Wrongful Honor

Note: To receive a bail-bonds license in accordance with
Arkansas law for their firm, Beth’s Bail Bonds (Bondsman/
Applicant), David and Beth Viele (collectively, Plaintiffs/
Borrowers) applied for and obtained a USD 100,000 letter of
credit issued by Centennial Bank (Issuer) in favor of the Arkansas
Professional Bail Bondsman Licensing Board (Board/Beneficiary).

Plaintiffs/Borrowers had previously executed a USD 100,000
promissory note with Issuer which was secured by a USD 100,000
certificate of deposit held by Issuer in the name of the Helen E.
Viele Irrevocable Trust (The Trust). There was some evidence that
Plaintiffs/Borrowers had executed an “Assignment of Deposit
Account” with Issuer, granting Issuer a security interest in the
certificate of deposit.

In February 2014, the executive director of Board/Beneficiary
approached Issuer to demand the full value of the letter of credit.
Issuer honored and turned to the certificate of deposit to
reimburse itself. Plaintiffs/Borrowers claimed that Board/
Beneficiary had falsely represented to Issuer that it held a “court
order” granting it the “authorization” to demand payment for
USD 100,000. Subsequently, in August 2015, Plaintiffs/Borrowers
sued Board/Beneficiary, its executive director, Issuer and two
employees of Issuer (Appellees) in the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of Arkansas. The opinion notes that
in July 2016 “the suit’s federal claims were dismissed without
prejudice, and the state claims were dismissed with prejudice.”

In May 2017, Plaintiffs/Borrowers reinitiated the suit in
Arkansas Circuit Court against Board/Beneficiary, Issuer and
Appellees, alleging claims of breach of contract, civil conspiracy,
conversion and negligence (couched as breach of fiduciary duty).
Board/Beneficiary succeeded in its motion for summary judgment
and was dismissed from the case. Following a May 2018 amended
complaint, Issuer and Appellees moved for summary judgment.
Without making specific findings, the trial court granted summary
judgment in favor of Issuer and Appellees and dismissed
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Plaintiffs/Borrowers’ suit with prejudice. Plaintiffs/Borrowers appealed. The Court of Appeals of
Arkansas, Fox, Barrett and Hixson, JJ., affirmed.

Issuer and Appellees argued that the lawsuit was barred by the Arkansas adoption of Uniform
Commercial Code (UCC) Rev. Section 5-115 (Statute of Limitations) as the complaint was filed after
the one-year limitations period provided for “any action under a letter of credit”. The alleged harm
occurred in February 2014 and Plaintiffs/Borrowers’ state suit was filed in May 2017. Plaintiffs/
Borrowers countered that their suit was timely pursuant to the one-year Arkansas savings statute as
their federal claims had been dismissed in July 2016 and the instant complaint was filed in May 2017.
Plaintiffs/Borrowers also argued that their negligence claim was “not entirely centered on the letter
of credit” but on the certificate of deposit and actions of Issuer and Appellees. Accordingly, the claim
should survive summary judgment under the three-year limitations period for negligence under
Arkansas law. Additionally, Plaintiffs/Borrowers argued that their breach of contract claim for
which Arkansas provides a five-year limitations period should also survive. The appellate court
disagreed.

After citing UCC Rev. Section 5-115 and its Official Comment 2, the appellate court noted that:

“Regardless of how [Plaintiffs/Borrowers] couch their claims, their alleged causes of action result
from their belief that [A]ppellees erred by recognizing the terms of [Plaintiffs/Borrowers’] letter
of credit and that [A]ppellees were wrong to have tendered the [USD]100,000 that was
represented on the face of the letter of credit to the Board [Beneficiary].” The appellate court
noted that the complaint was “wholly predicated” on the claim that Issuer had wrongfully
honored the presentation under the letter of credit by Board/Beneficiary. As the alleged harm
occurred in February 2014, the filing deadline was February 2015. Plaintiffs/Borrowers initiated
their lawsuit in August 2015 in federal court. The appellate court concluded that “this court lost
jurisdiction to hear this matter on February 4, 2015, the savings statute does not save their claim,
and [Plaintiffs/Borrowers] never filed a claim within the prescribed period pertaining to a letter
of credit.” ■

[MJK]
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Windsor Township v. Tompkins Financial Corp.
No. 20-13424, slip op. (Pa. Ct. Comm. Pleas Sept. 7, 2021) [USA]

Topics: Breach of Contract; Judgment on the Pleadings; Original LC; Strict Compliance; Wrongful
Dishonor

Note: To secure its obligations of completing work and improvements on a 48-unit townhouse
subdivision, Developer/Applicant1 applied for and obtained a letter of credit issued by Tompkins
Financial Corporation (Issuer)2 in favor of Windsor Township (Township/Beneficiary). The opinion
does not mention the value of the LC nor whether it was subject to any practice rules. Subsequently,
Developer/Applicant breached its obligations under the relevant Agreement and Subdivision
contract; the estimated costs to complete the subdivision was USD 180,646.02. Township/Beneficiary
in turn demanded payment from Issuer under the LC. Issuer dishonored. Township/Beneficiary
sued Issuer for breach of contract. The parties filed opposing motions for judgment on the pleadings.
The Pennsylvania Court of Common Pleas, Berks County, Hon. Rowley, denied Issuer’s motion and
granted Township/Beneficiary’s motion. Issuer sought leave to appeal.3 Upon review of Issuer’s
grounds for objection, the Court granted leave for appeal and requested the Honorable Superior
Court to affirm.

As the opinion states, Issuer’s justification for dishonor was “solely based on the fact that the
Township [Beneficiary] had never received or lost an original copy of the Letter [of credit].” The LC
required presentation of the original and Township/Beneficiary presented a copy. The first three
grounds for appeal forwarded by Issuer concerned whether judgment on the pleadings was proper
given unresolved questions of fact, law and affirmative defenses of Issuer. The Judge noted,
however, that Issuer failed to raise any new facts than those agreed to by the parties prior to
judgment and, moreover, the Judge reasoned that by filing an opposing motion on the pleadings,
Issuer had “actively or passively admitt[ed] the matter was ripe for judicial determination.”

Issuer further argued that judgment on the pleadings was improper given the term requiring
presentation of the original LC. The Judge opined that the requirement for the original was
“obviously to prevent fraud in its presentation by someone other than who ha[d] the original in its
possession.” The Judge cited Hera v. McCormick,4 for the proposition that an original LC that goes
“missing does not render it invalid.” The parties agreed that an exact copy of the LC had been
presented by Township/Beneficiary. Both parties, however, pointed to the fact that Pennsylvania law
was “essentially void of a determination” on the precise issue of the case. The Judge cited another

1. The Opinion does not mention the identity of Developer/Applicant.

2. The Opinion notes that Issuer was temporarily d/b/a Vist Bank and had issued the LC under a different name.

3. The Court that granted judgment on the pleadings in favor of Township/Beneficiary also heard the grounds for
appeal.

4. 625 A.2d 682 (Pa. Super. 1993).
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case, Flagship Cruises, Ltd. v. New England Merchants Nat’l Bank of Boston,5 for the proposition that
variances between stipulated documents and those presented “may be put aside” where the issuing
bank would not be misled into honoring. The Judge expressed that it would be “unconscionable …
that an agreed copy of the original document somehow is to the [Issuer]’s detriment but rather a
‘gotcha game’ by the [Issuer] to deprive its customers and the underlying purpose of the
instrument.” The Judge urged the Superior Court to establish Pennsylvania law that presentation of
an “accurate and exact reproduction” of an LC be acceptable in lieu of an original where there is no
evidence or allegation of fraud.

Issuer’s final ground for appeal stressed that judgment on the pleadings was improper pursuant
to the strict compliance provision of the Pennsylvania adoption of Rev. UCC Article 5 (Letters of
Credit). While acknowledging the statutory authority of the UCC, the Judge reasoned that the pre-
verdict judgment was not based on statutory interpretation but rather on Pennsylvania Rules of Civil
Procedure. The Judge noted that the Rules “allow acceptance by a trial court of the subject document
as evidence of the agreement of the parties”. The Judge questioned whether the agreed copy of the
LC presented to the court was an original document and further expressed that the justice system,
“accepting of modernity”, regularly permits the acceptance of electronic documents as originals. In
granting leave to appeal, the Judge urged the Superior Court to accept the LC copy “as an original
document by admission” and to affirm the trial court judgment.

Comment: Application of civil procedure and evidentiary law in determining the authenticity and
relevance of documents should not supersede or displace the UCC regarding an issuer or confirming
bank’s determination of the compliance of documents presented under an Article 5 letter of credit.

Moreover, it is worth noting that Official Comment 1 to Rev. UCC Article 5-108 (Issuer’s Rights
and Obligations) mentions the case cited in the opinion, Flagship Cruises, Ltd. v. New England
Merchants Nat’l Bank of Boston, as arguably applying a standard contrary to strict compliance, i.e.
“substantial compliance”. ■

[MJK]

5. 569 F.2d 699 (1st Cir. 1978).
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Zions Bancorporation, N.A.
v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.

No. 3:20-cv-2048-AJB-JLB, 2021 WL 3406641
(S.D. Cal. Aug. 3, 2021) [USA]

Topics: Advising Bank; Assignment; Breach of
Contract; Confirming Bank; Declaratory Relief;
Discounting Agreement; General Jurisdiction;
Injunction; Judicial Notice; Personal
Jurisdiction; Standing; Statute of Limitations;
UCP600; US Rev. UCC Article 5-111 (Remedies);
UCC 5-116(c) (Choice of Law and Forum);
Wrongful Dishonor

Type of Lawsuit: Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank sued
Advising Bank/Confirming Bank for breach of
contract and declaratory relief.

Parties: Plaintiff/Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank –
Zions Bancorporation, N.A.
(d/b/a California Bank & Trust)
(Counsel: Jason H. Tokoro, Kiva G.
Schrager of Miller Barondess LLP)

Defendant/Advising Bank/Confirming Bank –
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.
(Counsel: Heather E. Stern of Parker
Ibrahim & Berg LLC; David M.
Rabinowitz, Mark N. Parry, Robert B.
McFarlane & Michael E. Avidon of Moses &
Singer LLP)

Issuer – Banco Bradesco, S.A.

Seller/Beneficiary – FirmGreen Energy
International Holdings, Inc.

Buyer/Applicant– Gas Verde, S.A.

Underlying
Transaction: Purchase of a biogas conditioning unit.

LC: Commercial LC subject to UCP600 for
USD 4,867,561.75.
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1. The Opinion refers to Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank as “Plaintiff CB&T”.

2. The Opinion notes that Advising Bank/Confirming Bank is incorporated in Delaware, US and has its headquarters
in Ohio, US.

3. Discounting Bank could also be referred to as Assignee of Confirmation Proceeds.

Decision: The United States District Court for the Southern District of California, Battaglia,
J., granted in part and denied in part Advising Bank/Confirming Bank’s motions
to dismiss.

Rationale: Finding specific personal jurisdiction over confirming bank where branch of
confirmer sent and received SWIFT messages to Discounting Bank/Presenting
Bank from forum state; Rev. UCC Article 5 inapplicable where LC subject to
UCP600; declaratory relief request dismissed where duplicative of breach of
contract claim.

Factual Summary:
To secure its purchase of a biogas conditioning unit, Gas Verde, S.A. (Buyer/Applicant), a

Brazilian company, applied for and obtained a UCP600 letter of credit for USD 4,867,561.75 issued by
Banco Bradesco, S.A. (Issuer), a Brazilian bank, in favor of FirmGreen Energy International
Holdings, Inc. (Seller/Beneficiary), a California company. The conditioning unit was to be shipped
from Houston, Texas to Brazil. Seller/Beneficiary subsequently approached Zions Bancorporation,
N.A. (d/b/a California Bank & Trust), a California bank, (Discounting Bank),1 seeking a financing
arrangement regarding the LC underlying the sales agreement. Discounting Bank informed Seller/
Beneficiary that it would consider such an arrangement if another bank added its confirmation to
the LC. Accordingly, Seller/Beneficiary requested JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (Advising Bank/
Confirming Bank)2 to act as advisor and confirming bank. Advising Bank/Confirming Bank so added
its confirmation; importantly, however, it alleged doing so through an authenticated SWIFT message
from its New York office.

Discounting Bank and Seller/Beneficiary entered into a “Letter of Credit Discount Agreement”
(Discount Agreement) and Seller/Beneficiary tendered the relevant drawing documents to
Discounting Bank. After paying Seller/Beneficiary the discounted LC value in exchange for an
assigned right to the confirmation proceeds, Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank3 forwarded the
documents to Advising Bank/Confirming Bank for presentation. Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank
alleged receiving a SWIFT message from Advising Bank/Confirming Bank’s Los Angeles, US office
stating that it was “holding the original LC.” Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank further alleged
receiving another message a few days later stating that Advising Bank/Confirming Bank would
honor on the LC maturity date. Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank further alleged that it
corresponded with Advising Bank/Confirming Bank regarding whether the LC value had been
reduced, discrepancies in the documents and extension of the LC maturity date. Nevertheless, in the
meantime, Buyer/Applicant had applied to and obtained an injunction from a Brazilian court
preventing payment under the LC. The basis of the injunction was alleged fraud in the underlying
transaction between Buyer/Applicant and Seller/Beneficiary. When Advising Bank/Confirming Bank
failed to pay Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank on the maturity date, Discounting Bank/Presenting
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Bank claimed receiving a SWIFT message from Advising Bank/Confirming Bank’s Los Angeles office
informing it of the Brazilian injunction barring payment. While not mentioned in the opinion, it is
worth noting that Advising Bank/Confirming Bank had a branch in Brazil. Several years later,
Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank discovered that the injunction had been lifted; Advising Bank/
Confirming Bank agreed to pay approximately half of the LC value but “refused to pay the rest on
the grounds that it believed the injunction was still in effect with respect to the remaining half.”

Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank sued Advising Bank/Confirming Bank in California state court
for breach of contract regarding the confirmation proceeds and declaratory relief. Advising Bank/
Confirming Bank successfully removed the action to federal court based on diversity jurisdiction.
Advising Bank/Confirming Bank subsequently motioned to dismiss the action for lack of personal
jurisdiction or, in the alternative, for failure to state a claim. The United States District Court for the
Southern District of California, Battaglia, J., denied the motion in part and granted in part.

Legal Analysis:
1. Judicial Notice: Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank and Advising Bank/Confirming Bank made

several requests for judicial notice to which the Judge turned before dealing with matters regarding
the motion to dismiss. Advising Bank/Confirming Bank requested notice of a document available on
the SWIFT directory of business identifier codes, specifically “CHASUS33”, the code associated with
SWIFT messages from Advising Bank/Confirming Bank’s New York branch. The Judge granted the
request as the document was publicly available and not subject to dispute. Advising Bank/
Confirming Bank also requested judicial notice of its own, and Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank’s
articles of association, freely retrievable from the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
website. The request was granted. Advising Bank/Confirming Bank’s final request for notice
concerned three unspecific filings from a Brazilian court (presumably related to the aforementioned
injunction). The request was granted as US federal courts may take notice of “public records of
governmental entities”, including foreign governments. The Judge stressed notice was of fact that
the filings were made, not the truth of the matters asserted in them.

Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank sought judicial notice of a particular website regarding
“Locations in the Americas” of JPMorgan Chase Bank branches. The Judge granted the request as the
stated locations could be readily and accurately determined. The Judge also granted notice of an
online article regarding SWIFT and its global function in international banking; notice was of the
existence and content of the article but not the truth of the assertions made therein. Discounting
Bank/Presenting Bank’s final request regarded online employment history of a former employee of
Advising Bank/Confirming Bank (i.e. LinkedIn and ZoomInfo). The Judge rejected this request as
the information offered was not generally known in the jurisdiction and the accuracy of the sources
could be reasonably disputed.

2. General Jurisdiction: Advising Bank/Confirming Bank argued that the court lacked jurisdiction
to hear the dispute brought by Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank. The Judge briefly dealt with the
issue of whether the court could exercise general jurisdiction over Advising Bank/Confirming Bank,
that is, whether the court could hear “any and all claims against [Advising Bank/Confirming Bank]
regardless of whether the claims relate to” the business activity and contacts with the forum state.
While Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank argued that Advising Bank/Confirming Bank’s extensive
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activities in California were sufficient to justify general jurisdiction, the Judge declined to rule on the
issue and instead turned to specific personal jurisdiction.

3. Personal Jurisdiction: As a nonresident of the forum state, the inquiry of whether the court
could exercise specific jurisdiction over Advising Bank/Confirming Bank turned on three elements:
(1) purposeful availment of forum state laws; (2) the underlying claims relate to Advising Bank/
Confirming Bank activities in the state; and (3) exercise of jurisdiction would otherwise be
reasonable. Advising Bank/Confirming Bank argued that the case arose from a letter of credit issued
by a Brazilian bank at the request of a Brazilian applicant in favor of a California beneficiary that
ultimately went unpaid due to a Brazilian injunction. Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank countered
that Advising Bank/Confirming Bank availed itself of the forum state through its Los Angeles trade
division and the relevant employees and communications surrounding the confirmation proceeds,
Discount Agreement, and Brazilian injunction. Advising Bank/Confirming Bank stressed that its role
as confirmer was limited to its New York, Chicago and Tampa offices; the Judge, however, focused
on the various SWIFT messages sent to Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank from the Los Angeles
office justifying a finding that Advising Bank/Confirming Bank “purposefully availed itself of the
privilege of doing business in California.” Advising Bank/Confirming Bank countered that none of
the communications were pleaded in the complaint and argued further that communications in or
with the forum state cannot be a basis for jurisdiction regarding a confirming bank in an LC dispute.
The Judge rejected these arguments, noting that jurisdictional inquires may look beyond the facts
alleged in the complaint and again stressed that Advising Bank/Confirming Bank sent messages
from within California to Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank, not merely from outside the forum
state.

For the remaining elements necessary to find specific personal jurisdiction, the Judge again
pointed to the SWIFT communications originating from Los Angeles that Discounting Bank/
Presenting Bank “relied on…to its detriment”, i.e. communications regarding the LC proceeds,
discrepancies of the presented documents, amended maturity date and those regarding the
injunction. The Judge concluded that these contacts were sufficient to satisfy the second element for
specific jurisdiction. Whether exercising such jurisdiction would be reasonable, the Judge rejected
Advising Bank/Confirming Bank’s arguments that none of its witnesses were in California nor did
any event occur there. The Judge reiterated much of the aforementioned facts and concluded that as
“a multi-national corporation, with a corporate presence in many states”, Advising Bank/Confirming
Bank had not demonstrated how litigating in California would be overly burdensome and subject it
to unreasonable costs.

4. Breach of Contract: Advising Bank/Confirming Bank argued that the lawsuit ought to be
dismissed for failing to state a claim upon which relief could be granted. Discounting Bank/
Presenting Bank sounded its complaint in breach of contract; Advising Bank/Confirming Bank
argued that the action is governed by the New York adopted version of US Revised Uniform
Commercial Code (Rev. UCC) Article 5-111(a) & (c) (Remedies) for wrongful dishonor of a letter of
credit. Advising Bank/Confirming Bank pointed to the specific allegation in the complaint that it had
“dishonored” Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank’s presentation for payment. Additionally, Advising
Bank/Confirming Bank argued that the action should therefore be barred by the statute of
limitations provided by Rev. UCC Article 5-115, or, in the alternative, for lack of standing of
Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank to sue under section 5-111. Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank
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argued that N.Y. Rev. UCC Article 5 should not apply as the LC was issued subject to UCP600. With
no attention given to Rev. UCC 5-116(c) (Choice of Law and Forum), the Judge was not “persuaded
that the NY UCC applies under these circumstances.” This was due to the LC being subject to
UCP600. The text of the LC stated that it was subject to “ICC Pub. 600” and the Judge noted that the
Discount Agreement between Seller/Beneficiary and Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank also
referenced that the LC was subject to UCP600 practice rules. The Judge also briefly noted that a
breach of contract claim and wrongful dishonor claim were not “mutually exclusive” and cited
authorities in support of the notion that courts “have recognized the similar nature of both claims in
letter of credit disputes.” Moreover, the Judge rejected Advising Bank/Confirming Bank’s argument
that a wrongful dishonor claim and a breach of contract claim are mutually exclusive. “Here Plaintiff
[Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank] is the master of its Complaint and Defendant JPMC [Advising
Bank/Confirming Bank] cites no authority showing that Plaintiff must proceed with either a
wrongful dishonor claim or a breach of contract claim.”

The Judge noted that Advising Bank/Confirming Bank had rested all of its statute of limitation
arguments on N.Y. Rev. UCC Article 5. Having found those statutes inapplicable to the case, the
Judge declined to further address the arguments. As for the issue of standing, Advising Bank/
Confirming Bank reaffirmed its position that Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank lacked standing
under UCP600 (similarly to Rev. UCC Article 5, i.e. Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank was not a
“beneficiary, successor or nominated person”) to sue for wrongful dishonor as it was not a
beneficiary under the LC. Advising Bank/Confirming Bank argued that Discounting Bank/
Presenting Bank could not be a beneficiary under the LC as the UCP bars transfer of an LC to a
second beneficiary absent express transferability terms. The Judge rejected this argument, pointing
to the allegations by Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank that it was merely an assignee of the
confirmed LC proceeds, and not a transferee beneficiary. Advising Bank/Confirming Bank had made
a similar suggestion of assignment in its response to the complaint. Therefore, the Judge concluded
that “the assignment of the LC presents no impediment to standing” and rejected Advising Bank/
Confirming Bank’s motions for dismissal based on failure to state a claim, statute of limitations or
lack of standing.

5. Declaratory Relief. Advising Bank/Confirming Bank’s final argument requested dismissal of
Discounting Bank/Presenting Bank’s request for declaratory relief as “merely duplicative” of the
breach claim. Where a claim sounding in equity may be appropriately dealt with as a matter of law,
the equitable claim may be dismissed as “essentially the same.” On this matter, the Judge accordingly
granted Advising Bank/Confirming Bank’s motion for dismissal without leave to amend.

Comment:
Although at the motion to dismiss stage, the ruling that Rev. UCC Art. 5 was inapplicable because

UCP600 applied is troubling. Where UCP600 is silent or where there is no conflict between UCP600
and Rev. UCC Art. 5 regarding issues that may arise in an LC dispute (e.g., remedies, fraud and
statute of limitations), local law (here, presumably NY Rev. UCC Art. 5, where the confirmation was
undertaken) and practice should apply unless expressly rejected or modified (subject to 5-103(c), see
5-116(c)). This decision, however, may very well have been justified under the prior non-uniform NY
UCC 5-102(4) which provided that an LC subject to the UCP would render UCC Art. 5 inapplicable.
(See Rev. UCC 5-116, Official Comment 3). ■

[MJK]
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Riskier Than You Think:  May a Confirmer
(i) Vary or Deviate From Terms and Conditions of a

Letter of Credit It is Requested to Confirm or
(ii) Qualify or Limit its Confirmation?

by Michael Evan AVIDON*

Assume that the issuer of a letter of credit (an “LC”) asks another bank to “add its confirmation” to 
the LC:  May the confirmer (i) vary or deviate from the terms and conditions of the LC or (ii) qualify 
or limit its confirmation and still be entitled to reimbursement/honor from the issuer if the confirmer 
honors its confirmation?  If so, which terms and conditions may be varied, deviated from, qualified or 
limited and which may not?

1. If the LC provides for presentation of drawing documents to the issuer’s office and for 
expiration at the issuer’s office:

A. May the confirmer require presentation to the confirmer’s office?

B. May the confirmer provide that its confirmation expires at its office?

C. May the confirmer provide that its confirmation expires at a date earlier than the 
expiration date of the LC?  If the confirmer does not specify an earlier date, (i) what is 
the latest date by which the beneficiary may present drawing documents to the confirmer 
for honor and (ii) what is the latest date by which the confirmer may present documents 
to the issuer for reimbursement/honor?  

2. If the LC contains an annual auto-extension clause that permits the issuer to stop future 
automatic extensions upon at least 60 days’ notice to the beneficiary and permits the beneficiary 
to draw with a statement that it has received notice of non-extension from the issuer:

A. Does the confirmation also auto-extend?

B. May the confirmer provide that it can stop future automatic extensions of its 
confirmation upon at least 30 days’ (or some other time period) notice and permit the 
beneficiary to draw with a statement that it has received notice of non-extension from 
the confirmer?  If so, imagine how unhappy the applicant and issuing bank may be if 
the applicant and issuer want the LC to auto-extend, the confirmer gives notice of non-
extension, the issuer does not give notice of non-extension, the beneficiary draws on 
the confirmation stating that it has received the confirmer’s notice, and the confirmer 
honors that presentation and demands reimbursement/honor from the issuing bank.  
Note that unpublished ICC Official Opinion TA762rev under the Uniform Customs and 
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Practice for Documentary Credits, ICC Pub. No. 600 (“UCP 600”), did not expressly 
address the confirmer’s right to reimbursement or honor but the opinion implied that 
a confirming bank could qualify its confirmation by adding conditions such as stating 
“in the wording of the confirmation letter, the ability to give a [non-renewal] notice.”  
The ICC opinion went on to state:

A confirming bank that adds its confirmation to a credit [containing an evergreen 
clause providing for notice of non-renewal from the issuing bank], without 
expressing any conditions related to that confirmation, do[es] so on the same terms 
and conditions as indicated in the credit.  If the issuing bank sends a notice of 
non-renewal and the credit therefore expires, then the obligation of the confirming 
bank also expires.

3. May the confirmer delete a requirement contained in the LC for presentation of a document?  
E.g., a default certificate?  A draft?  In the above non-extension hypothetical, did the confirmer effectively 
delete the LC’s requirement for a statement that the beneficiary has received a notice of non-extension 
from the issuer?

4. May the confirmer confirm for a lesser amount than the amount of the LC?  E.g., if the LC is for 
$100 million, may the confirmer confirm for just $25 million?  If so, must or should the confirmation 
specify whether it is confirming the first $25 million, the last $25 million, or 25% of each drawing or 
specify some other formula?

5. May the confirmer add a requirement for an additional document to be presented to it that was 
not required to be presented to the issuer, such as the original confirmation or an additional default 
certificate? 

6. May the confirmer add a requirement that all presented documents or certain documents must 
be in a certain language?

7. May the confirmer provide that its confirmation is subject to rules different than the rules to 
which the LC is subject?

8. May the confirmer add a governing law clause?  Does it matter whether the LC contains a 
governing law clause?  Is there an assumption that a confirmation will be governed by the law of the 
location of the confirmer?  May the confirmer expressly provide that its confirmation is governed by 
law other than the law of its location?  E.g., may it provide that the confirmation is governed by the 
law of the issuer’s location or by any other law specified in the LC to govern the LC?

9. May the confirmer add a sanctions clause such as “We disclaim liability for delay, non-return 
of documents, non-payment, or other action or inaction compelled by a judicial order or government 
regulation applicable to us” or “We disclaim any liability for any delay, non-return of documents, non-
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payment, or other action or inaction that is (i) compelled by a judicial order or government regulation 
applicable to us, (ii) requested of us by any regulatory authority having jurisdiction over us (whether 
or not having the force of law), or (iii) in accordance with any internal policy of ours in effect at the 
time (whether or not required by law)”?

10. Does it matter whether the confirmer expresses a proposed change as a qualification or limitation 
on its confirmation or as a change or amendment to the LC?

11. Should the issuer avoid these issues by specifying the exact form of confirmation that it wishes 
the confirmer to issue?

12. Should the confirmer avoid these issues by obtaining the issuer’s express approval for the form 
of confirmation it plans to use?

13. If the confirmer does not do what was requested of it, and that causes the applicant to be in 
breach of an underlying obligation to furnish the beneficiary with a certain form of confirmation, is 
the confirmer liable to the issuer, the applicant or the beneficiary?  Is the issuer liable to the applicant 
or the beneficiary?  

14. Should the next revision of the UCP contain new rules addressing any of these topics?  If so, 
should the new rules be analogous to the rules in UCP 600 Article 38 concerning which terms of an 
LC may be varied or deviated from in a partial transfer?

Relevant letteR of CRedit Rules & law

Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, ICC Pub. No. 600 (“UCP 600”)

Art. 1. The [UCP 600] are rules that apply to any documentary credit (“credit”) … when the text of 
the credit expressly indicates that it is subject to these rules.  They are binding on all parties thereto 
unless expressly modified or excluded by the credit.

Art. 2. Applicant means the party on whose request the credit is issued.

Complying presentation means a presentation that is in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of the credit ….

Confirmation means a definite undertaking of the confirming bank, in addition to that of the 
issuing bank, to honour or negotiate a complying presentation.

Confirming bank means the bank that adds its confirmation to a credit upon the issuing bank’s 
authorization or request.
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Credit means any arrangement, however named or described, that is irrevocable … to honour 
a complying presentation.

Issuing bank means the bank that issues a credit at the request of an applicant or on its own 
behalf.

Nominated bank means the bank with which the credit is available ….

Art. 7c. An issuing bank undertakes to reimburse a nominated bank that has honoured or negotiated a 
complying presentation and forwarded the documents to the issuing bank….

Art. 8b. A confirming bank is irrevocably bound to honour or negotiate as of the time it adds 
its confirmation to the credit.

Art. 8d. If a bank is authorized or requested by the issuing bank to confirm a credit but is not 
prepared to do so, it must inform the issuing bank without delay and may advise the credit without 
confirmation.

Art. 10a.  Except as otherwise provided by article 38, a credit can neither be amended nor cancelled 
without the agreement of the issuing bank, the confirming bank, if any, and the beneficiary.

International Standby Practices 1998, ICC Pub. No. 590 (“ISP98”)

Rule 1.01b. A standby letter of credit or other similar undertaking … may be made subject to these 
Rules by express reference to them.

Rule 1.01c. An undertaking subject to these Rules may expressly modify or exclude their application.

Rule 1.04 Unless the context otherwise requires, or unless expressly modified or excluded, these 
Rules apply as terms and conditions incorporated into a standby, confirmation, advice, nomination, 
amendment, transfer, request for issuance, or other agreement of:

i. the issuer;

ii. the beneficiary to the extent it uses the standby;

iii. any advisor;

iv. any confirmer;

v. any person nominated in the standby who acts or agrees to act; and
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vi. the applicant  who authorises issuance of the standby or otherwise agrees to the application 
of these Rules.

Rule 1.09 “Confirmer” is a person who, upon an issuer’s nomination to do so, adds to the issuer’s 
undertaking its own undertaking to honour a standby.

Rule 1.11c Unless the context otherwise requires:

i. “Issuer” includes a “confirmer” as if the confirmer were a separate issuer and its 
confirmation were a separate standby issued for the account of the issuer ….

Rule 2.01d i. A confirmer undertakes to honour a complying presentation 
made to it by paying the amount demanded of it at sight or, if the standby so states, by 
another method of honour consistent with the issuer’s undertaking.

ii. If the confirmation permits presentation to the issuer, then the confirmer undertakes 
also to honour upon the issuer’s wrongful dishonour by performing as if the presentation 
had been made to the confirmer.

iii. If the standby permits presentation to the confirmer, then the issuer undertakes also 
to honour upon the confirmer’s wrongful dishonour by performing as if the presentation 
had been made to the issuer.

Rule 3.04a. To comply, a presentation must be made at the place and any location at that place 
indicated in the standby or provided in these Rules.

Rule 3.04c. If a standby is confirmed, but no place for presentation is indicated in the confirmation, 
presentation for the purpose of obligating the confirmer (and the issuer) must be made at the place of 
business of the confirmer from which the confirmation was issued or to the issuer.

Rule 8.01a Where payment is made against a complying presentation in accordance with these 
Rules, reimbursement must be made by:

i. an applicant to an issuer requested to issue a standby; and
ii. an issuer to a person nominated to honour or otherwise give value.

unifoRm CommeRCial Code (“uCC”) aRtiCle 5

Sec. 5-102(a) (4) “Confirmer” means  nominated person who undertakes, at the request or with 
the consent of the issuer, to honor a presentation under a letter of credit issued by another.

(9) “Issuer” means a bank or other person that issues a letter of credit, but does not include an 
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individual who makes an engagement for personal, family, or household purposes.

(11) “Nominated person” means a person whom the issuer (i) designates or authorizes 
to pay, accept, negotiate, or otherwise give value under a letter of credit and (ii) undertakes by 
agreement or custom and practice to reimburse.

Sec. 5-107(a) A confirmer is directly obligated on a letter of credit and has the rights and obligations 
of an issuer to the extent of its confirmation.  The confirmer also has rights against and obligations 
to the issuer as if the issuer were an applicant and the confirmer had issued the letter of credit at the 
request and for the account of the issuer.

Sec 5-108(i) An issuer that has honored a presentation as permitted or required by this article:

(1) is entitled to be reimbursed by the applicant in immediately available funds not later than 
the date of its payment of funds ….

Contrast UCP 600 Rule on Partial Transfers

Art. 38g. The transferred credit must accurately reflect the terms and conditions of the credit, 
including confirmation, if any, with the exception of:

• the amount of the credit,
• any unit price stated therein,
• the expiry date,
• the period for presentation, or
• the latest shipment date or given period for shipment,

any or all of which may be reduced or curtailed.

The percentage for which insurance cover must be effected may be increased to provide the amount 
of cover stipulated in the credit or these articles.

The name of the first beneficiary may be substituted for that of the applicant in the credit.

If the name of the applicant is specifically required by the credit to appear in any document other 
than the invoice, such requirement must be reflected in the transferred credit. 
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* * * * *

If there are any questions or comments, please contact me per the details below.

Michael Evan Avidon
Moses & Singer LLP
The Chrysler Building
405 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York 10174-1299
United States of America
Telephone:  (212) 554-7854
Email:  mavidon@mosessinger.com
Website:  www.mosessinger.com  

* Michael Evan Avidon is Partner at Moses & Singer LLP.
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* Stéphanie Deschoemaeker, CDCS, Senior Trade Expert – Doc Business &
Financing, BNP Paribas SA. Stéphanie has been working in the international
banking environment for more than 15 years, holding positions in back/
middle/front offices, in the Compliance Department and now in the Trade
Expertise Desk at BNP Paribas.

WHAWHAWHAWHAWHAT ARE WE SUPPOSED TO DO?T ARE WE SUPPOSED TO DO?T ARE WE SUPPOSED TO DO?T ARE WE SUPPOSED TO DO?T ARE WE SUPPOSED TO DO?
A PRACTICAL APPROACHA PRACTICAL APPROACHA PRACTICAL APPROACHA PRACTICAL APPROACHA PRACTICAL APPROACH
TO SANCTIONS CLAUSESTO SANCTIONS CLAUSESTO SANCTIONS CLAUSESTO SANCTIONS CLAUSESTO SANCTIONS CLAUSES

by Stéphanie DESCHOEMAEKER*

As bankers, we are more
than happy that the ICC
Banking Commission took the
opportunity to reiterate its
position against insertion of
sanctions clauses in trade
finance instruments such as
documentary credits and
demand guarantees governed
by the relevant ICC rules. The
position of a banker in the
trade finance environment
includes trying to reconcile
opposite demands of a buyer
and a seller supported by the
well-balanced provisions of
the UCP600, ISBP745,
URDG758, ISDGP, and various
ICC Opinions, Decisions, and Guidance Papers. As a matter of
fact, the entire trade finance community knows that these
provisions are commercial practices internationally agreed upon
and recognized. However, we also all know that law ultimately
prevails. Consequently, a banker may have to find the right
balance in order not only to abide by applicable law but also to
respect the spirit of its cherished trade finance instruments and
rules.

When I am questioned on the acceptability of a sanctions
clause, I will first ask the requester if there is an opportunity to
delete such a clause. As it concerns a non-documentary condition
and as we all have to abide by the law, why do we have to keep
it? What is the added value of such a clause? The three main
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characteristics of a documentary credit are its irrevocable, independent, and … documentary nature!
But, then, I can understand the delicate position of my fellow banker in adding such a clause in its
import LC text. Our day-to-day job is mitigating risks and the number of sanctions and embargo
policies has increased tremendously in recent years to such an extent that it is better to be safe than
sorry. Consequently, I suggest my colleague request the issuing bank to convert the wording of a
problematic clause into an acceptable, informative one. This is where interpretation comes into play.

While I totally agree with most of the examples identified as either problematic or informative in
the 2014 ICC Guidance Paper on the Use of Sanctions Clauses in Trade Finance-Related Instruments
Subject to ICC Rules1 and its Addendum2 implemented in May 2020, I have a different point of view
about a few of them. Let us look at some examples.

In the initial Guidance Paper of 2014, the following clause is considered as informative:

“Presentation of document(s) that are not in compliance with the applicable anti-boycott, anti-
money laundering, anti-terrorism, anti-drug trafficking and economic sanctions laws and
regulations is not acceptable. Applicable laws vary depending on the transaction and may include
United Nations, United States and/or local laws.”

I quite agree with the first sentence as being informative: the clause is referring to applicable laws
and regulations. However, I tend to consider the second sentence as too vague as it states that the
applicable laws “vary” and “may include”. At the end of the day, based on the explanations offered
in the Guidance Paper, I ultimately consider this clause merely redundant as it is only repeating what
is already applicable anyway.

Furthermore, I also agree that another clause analyzed in ICC Opinion TA.920rev (2021) is
problematic. It states: “Breaches of local and international anti-money laundering or economic
sanctions law and regulations administered by, including but not limited to China, United Nations,
United States, are not acceptable. …”

To turn this into an acceptable informative sanctions clause, I would suggest adapting it as
follows: “Breaches of applicable anti-money laundering or economic sanctions law and regulations
….” Use of the word “applicable” transforms this clause into one similar to that suggested in the
2014 Guidance Paper as I consider the wording “including but not limited to” as being equivalent to
“applicable laws vary depending on the transaction”.

On the other hand, I have an opposite view on the interpretation of the second clause discussed in
the ICC Opinion TA.920rev:

“Pursuant to the United Nations Sanctions and the relevant regulations, the sanctions imposed by
the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the United States of America, terrorist lists issued by the

1. ICC Document No. 470/1238.

2. Addendum to the ICC Guidance Paper on the Use of Sanctions Clauses (2014)“.
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government of the People’s Republic of China, the sanctions imposed by the European Union and
the relevant sanctions lists applicable to the jurisdiction of the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region from time to time, we shall not handle or deal with any documents, shipments, goods,
payments and/or transactions that may relate, directly or indirectly, to any sanctioned countries/
regions, persons or parties. Accordingly, any presentation that may violate the aforesaid condition
may be rejected by us … .”

I consider this clause as informative using the following arguments:

- The sanctions laws and regulations are clearly defined as from the beginning of the clause
using in addition the words “applicable” and “relevant” consequently protecting all parties
involved in the documentary credit against an arbitrary decision from the issuing bank not to
respect its initial undertaking based on any regulations adopted anywhere in the world.

- The use of the words “directly or indirectly” is indeed redundant, as is the use of sanctions
clauses in the first place, but does not make this clause a problematic one. In any case, should
there be a link with a sanctioned party or region, whether direct or indirect, the involved
banks will have to abide by the law; no more and no less.

Let us take the example of a transaction with a US nexus. In any case, the parties to the
transaction will have to follow the provisions enforced by OFAC e.g., the 50 percent rule on the
ownership of entities.3 The OFAC guidance in this context also uses the words “directly or
indirectly”. It states, in part:

“U.S. persons are advised to act with caution when considering a transaction with a non-blocked
entity in which one or more blocked persons has a significant ownership interest that is less than
50 percent or which one or more blocked persons may control by means other than a majority
ownership interest. Such entities may be the subject of future designation or enforcement action
by OFAC. Furthermore, a U.S. person may not procure goods, services, or technology from, or
engage in transactions with, a blocked person directly or indirectly (including through a third-
party intermediary).” [emphasis added]

Consequently, adding the words “directly or indirectly” or not to a sanctions clause in a
documentary credit’s conditions will not change anything as it is part of the applicable law. Banks
involved will have to perform their due diligence analysis of the transaction anyway in accordance
with the applicable laws. In my view, using the words “applicable” or “relevant laws” draws the line
between an informative clause compared to a problematic clause.

As a conclusion, I would say that I will continue to advise against the use of sanctions clauses in
trade finance instruments because they are redundant, sometimes unclear, and against the spirit of
the documentary credit instrument. Documentary credits represent a means of payment, an
undertaking from an issuing bank to honour a complying presentation. Banks should not use this
means of payment as a tool against exporters by threatening them with an increased feeling of
potential default. This way of working simply goes against the banking industry as a whole. ■

3. “Revised Guidance on Entities Owned by Persons Whose Property and Interests in Property are Blocked“, US
Department of the Treasury, 13 August 2014.

https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/126/licensing_guidance.pdf
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* Carter Klein is Of Counsel at Jenner & Block LLP in Chicago.

1. 12 CFR §7.1016(a).  The URDG is not specifically mentioned in the regulation but presumably would qualify as a
recognized regime for independent obligations payable against documents.

2. Id.

3. James Barnes, ISP98 Standby Forms and Achieving “Independence,” 18 DC Insight No. 1  (Jan-March 2013).

INDEPENDENT VS. ACCESSORY GUARANTEES –
A TALE OF TWO CASES: SHANGHAI SHIPYARD AND BANK AUDI

by Carter KLEIN*

As a financial services attorney in the United States for nearly
50 years, I still have a lot to learn about the way the rest of the
world uses so-called demand or bank guarantees and argues
about whether they are independent or accessory undertakings.
For historical reasons and regulatory concerns, U.S. banks seldom
issue bank guaranties.  The regulations have been modernized to
allow U.S. banks to issue bank guarantees, but they must be
payable against presentation of documents under a recognized
regime such as the UCC Article 5, the ISP, the UCP, the eUCP, or
the UNCITRAL Convention.1  U.S. banks are not to issue
undertakings based on nondocumentary conditions or the
resolution of facts or legal disputes between the applicant and the
beneficiary.2  The rest of the world does not have the same bank
regulatory regime as does the U.S. when it comes to banks
issuing guarantees.

James Barnes, dean of the U.S. letter of credit bar, authored an
article in 20133 citing the problems of the French and the British
determining whether an undertaking is independent or accessory:

“Is it a demand guarantee?” This was the title of a December 2004 DC Insight article by Georges
Affaki, in which he noted then that in France there had been over 300 decisions dealing solely
with whether an undertaking should be characterized as independent (suretyship or independent
guarantee). The article describes this type of litigation as a European “sport” inducing drafters of
guarantee texts to burden and lengthen them with meticulous details as to their character. It
concludes with recommendations to incorporate the URDG and to use published URDG templates
(then ICC publication no. 503).

The English courts have been asked repeatedly to characterize undertakings that are ambiguous as
to their intended independence. I deduce from the many English cases that, among other factors,
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incorporation of ICC rules (ISP, UCP, or URDG) is very helpful in establishing independence, that
the identity of the obligor as a bank is critical and that the inclusion somewhere of an undertaking
to pay against a demand is also critical.

The Barnes’ article points to a failure in drafting where bank and other issuers of guarantees fail
to incorporate a set of rules in their guarantees intended to be used for independent undertakings.
Affaki’s comment about litigating over whether a guarantee is independent or accessory was made
almost 20 years ago.  However, the same issue is still recurring – witness the recently decided
Shanghai Shipyard4 and Bank Audi5 cases — reminding me of the saying that those ignore the lessons
of the past are forced to repeat them.

Much of the problem about arguing over whether a guarantee is an independent or accessory
obligation was solved, or at least is solvable, by the advent of the URDG and the ISP.  When
incorporated as the rules governing a guarantee, and following their drafting rules (e.g. no
nondocumentary conditions), in most cases there should be no real argument that a guarantee is
documentary and independent, especially if the guarantor issuer is a bank.  if the guarantee is
independent, the guarantor can be called upon to pay with a demand and statement of default as
specified in the undertaking without the guarantor or the applicant  having the right, before paying,
to litigate a claim of breach of the underlying agreement the guarantee supports.  As is sometimes
stated in U.S. letter of credit cases, that once a timely conforming documentary demand is
presented, the rule is that where a “demand guarantee provides that where there is a dispute, the
guarantor must “pay now and argue later.”6

In the U.S., corporate guarantees are normally drafted very one-sidedly – with payment being
unconditional, absolute, irrevocable, primary, and immediate upon assertion of default, with waivers
of all conceivable suretyship defenses.  They serve their purpose in cases of an insolvency of the
primary obligor, waive suretyship defenses, and in most cases overcome procedural defenses that
the guarantor may raise.  Yet, most sophisticated beneficiaries understand that such guarantees, no
matter how well drafted, are not letters of credit and that the meaningful assertion of substantive
defenses that the obligation guaranteed is not owed by the primary obligor may slow down or
defeat the immediate enforcement of the guarantee until their judicial resolution.  The beneficiary’s
demand on a typical corporate guarantee in the U.S. would not normally be treated in court as
would a demand on a letter of credit or other independent undertaking.

That is apparently not the rule in the rest in the world where the ISP or URDG are frequently not
incorporated into what are intended to be independent, first demand or bank guarantees.  These
guarantees vary as to language and conditions.  There are different criteria used and applied
differently by different courts in different jurisdictions with different legal systems based on

4. Shanghai Shipyard Co Ltd v Reignwood International Investment (Group) Company Limited, [2021] EWCA Civ 1147
[England] (23 July 2021) appeal pending to English Supreme Court.

5. McNeil & NRM Inc., and Audi Bank v. Kolon DACC Composite, Ltd., Case No. 2021056342 (Comm’l Crt. Paris, Jan. 14,
2022).

6. Shanghai Shipyard, Par. 25.
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different contexts, issuers and wording to determine whether a guarantee is independent or
accessory.  Although the result was the same in both Bank Audi and Shanghai Shipyard, the courts used
a factor analysis to make the determination of independence.  Especially in the Shanghai Shipyard
case, the court considered not only various factors in the way the guarantee was worded and in
what context it operated, including that it provided for arbitration if timely invoked, but also the
varying views of numerous prior English court decisions on the subject.

Professor James Byrne in his book Standby & Demand Guarantee Practice7 listed several  factors used
to determine whether a guarantee is independent:8 (i) Is the undertaking documentary; (ii) is the
terminology used consistent with and contain the earmarks of an independent undertaking; (iii)
what is the name of the undertaking; (iv) are practice rules such as the URDG or ISP incorporated
into the undertaking; (v) does the relevant jurisdiction’s laws (such as U.S. UCC Article 5), support
the independence of the undertaking, and (vi) what kind or type of entity is making the promise to
pay – such as a bank vs. natural person.

The English court in the Shanghai Shipyard case recited Paget’s Law of Banking (11th ed.) under the
heading of “Contract of Suretyship v. Demand Guarantee”:

“Where an instrument (i) relates to an underlying transaction between the parties in different
jurisdictions, (ii) is issued by a bank, (iii) contains an undertaking to pay “on demand” (with or
without the words “first” and/or “written”) and (iv) does not contain clauses excluding or
limiting the defences available to a guarantor, it will almost always be construed as a demand
guarantee.”

Some of these factors were not present in the case.  The guarantor was previously the purchaser
and created or sponsored an SPV to take title – making it more like a corporate relationship rather
than an independent bank issuer.  Defenses were allowed if arbitration were timely demanded.
That is a major exception to the pay now, litigate later principle that should be present to
characterize independent undertakings.  The wording of the guarantee read in many respects like a
U.S. corporate guarantee would read.  The decision of the lower court was overturned, indicating
that case is a close case.  The case is on appeal to the Supreme Court of England.

In Bank Audi, as noted in Thomas Song’s article on the case, even though it did not incorporate
any set of rules, the guarantee was issued by a bank, secured an advance payment in an international
equipment purchase order where advance pay letters of credits or bank guarantees are typically
used, and contained wording without reference to arbitration or court resolution, of payment on
demand and declaration of default.

The takeaway from both cases and from the articles by Prof. Byrne, Jim Barnes, and Georges
Affaki on the issue of independent vs. accessory guarantees, is that to better assure that the issuer’s
guarantee is independent, incorporate a set of rules into the undertaking that are designed for and
support it as an independent obligation. ■

7. Standby & Demand Guarantee Practice – Understanding UCP 600, ISP98 and URDG758 (Inst. of Int’l Bank. Law &
Practice, Inc. 2014).

8. Id. at §1.8.1.
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(Note: The following are summaries of opinions discussed at recent ICC meetings. For text of ICC Official Opinions, 

contact your respective ICC national committee or ICC.) 
 
 
ICC Opinion TA.915 – This query dealt with preclusion for non-compliance. The questions centered on whether a presenting 
bank’s failure to comply with “administrative conditions” stated in an issuing bank’s credit requesting a photocopy of all 
required documents and prohibiting presentation of stapled documents constituted valid discrepancies. The ICC concluded that 
these are not valid discrepancies. In written comments and discussion during the meeting, various ICC National Committee 
(ICC NC) representatives roundly criticized the issuing bank’s bad practice of including such “administrative conditions” in 
their credit. While the ICC Banking Commission fully agrees, it cannot dictate market practice and force banks to refrain from 
inserting such conditions in their credit. The Commission can only discourage such practice.      
 
ICC Opinion TA.916 – This query involved non-payment at maturity. The query asked the Banking Commission to comment 
on an issuing bank’s violation of various UCP600 sub-articles and standard banking practice relating to its failure to send 
timely and adequate notice of refusal to the presenting bank. Based on the text of the query, the ICC agreed that the issuing 
bank’s actions were not in accordance with UCP600 provisions, international standard banking practice (isbp), and constitute 
bad practice. In comments, ICC NC representatives cited the query as another example of bad practice whereby an issuing 
bank is operating outside the parameters of UCP600. ICC Technical Advisors emphasized that any bank choosing to handle 
documentary credits must abide by isbp.     
 
ICC Opinion TA.917 – This query dealt with honour of an avalised collection. Under a collection subject to URC522, the 
query involved whether a collecting bank’s statement “This has been avalised by us” indicates that the bank has added its 
avalisation to the draft and obligates it to pay the draft at maturity, absent payment by the drawee. The query also asked 
whether the collecting bank was obligated to pay interest. ICC concluded that the collecting bank, “[h]aving indicated that it 
had avalised the draft”, should have paid the draft on its stated due date. Any interest claim is outside the scope of the URC 
practice rules.  
 
During discussion, concern was raised about the Draft Opinion’s Analysis referencing two previous ICC Opinions, including 
TA107 which involved a presenting bank, not a collecting bank. Others commented that the TA107 reference should be 
phrased differently or deleted since the quotation was fused as one paragraph but the wording was from two separate TA107 
paragraphs addressing different subjects. On this matter, ICC NCs were given two options: adjust the TA107 reference to show 
it is two different extracts; or delete the TA107 reference. The former was taken and the Analysis of Opinion TA.917 was 
adjusted accordingly. Other comments pointed out that the collecting bank confirmed having avalised the draft by stating “This 
has been avalised by us.” A paragraph in the Analysis was reworked to make clearer that the collecting bank’s statement that: 
“’This has been avalised by us’ can only be treated as confirmation that the collecting bank had added its avalisation to the 
draft in its usual meaning of guaranteeing payment of the draft and not simply an authentication of the acceptance made by the 
drawee.” Some ICC NCs remarked that it is unfortunate the collecting bank did not fully grasp the implications of avalisation. 
If banks choose to handle transactions of this type, then others are entitled to rely on such “avalised by us” statements.  
 
Because the concept of avalisation is not covered in URC522, its exact interpretation is subject to the appropriate governing 
law. This salient point stated in the Draft Opinion’s Analysis concerning law was also added to the Conclusion to make clear 
that the collecting bank’s actions bound it “in accordance with local law”. Other commenters interjected that some bank 
employees overly rely on practice rules. They also need to understand local law, but it is not the role of the ICC Banking 
Commission to prescribe how banks should train employees. One commenter suggested a need to review and focus on 
URC522, but any consideration of a URC revision is outside the ICC Opinion process.  
 
Several commenters on Draft Opinion TA.917 observed that Draft Opinion TA.919 seemed to contain strikingly similar details 
and asked whether the two could be cross-referenced or consolidated. The ICC Technical Advisors explained this could not be 
done for two reasons. First, queries submitted by different ICC NCs must be answered separately. Second, cross-referencing 
cannot be added at the draft stage prior to approval of an Opinion. 
 
With finalization, a new final paragraph was added to the Analysis of Opinion TA.917: “This Opinion should be cross-
referenced with TA.919rev.”  
      



   
ICC Opinion TA.918 – This query involved documents released without payment. Query asked a series of questions 
pertaining to a transferred LC and an issuing bank’s failure to pay or provide notice of refusal to transferring (presenting) bank, 
including presenting bank’s obligations under such scenario, remedies available to first and second beneficiaries, and issuing 
bank’s conduct. Valid suggestions from ICC NCs for making the Opinion’s wording clearer were accepted and changes were 
incorporated into the Opinion’s Analysis and Conclusion.       
 
As the issuing bank failed to pay or provide a notice of refusal, it is precluded from asserting the documents are discrepant and 
it must pay. Referring to ICC Opinion TA.602rev, ICC determined that the issuing bank’s conduct of releasing shipping 
documents to the applicant without paying the presenting bank is a breach of the principle of “holding the documents pending 
receipt of instructions of the presenter or an acceptable waiver from the applicant.” As the presenting bank did not add its 
confirmation or choose to negotiate the presentations, it had no obligations other than those stated in UCP600 Article 9 (as 
advising bank) and Article 38 (as transferring bank). Regarding the first beneficiary’s pursuit of payment, it may contact the 
transferring bank for assistance in reaching the issuing bank or otherwise consider taking legal action against the issuing bank. 
First beneficiary may also approach applicant at the underlying contract level. As regards to questions concerning a shipper’s 
right to yet-to-be discharged cargo and a mechanism to “black list” an issuing bank for its failure to honour its payment 
obligation, these matters are outside the scope of UCP600.  
 
ICC Opinion TA.919 – This query dealt with an avalised draft and featured a factual background almost identical to Draft 
Opinion TA.917. Consequently, written comments regarding this Draft Opinion TA.919 were essentially the same as submitted 
regarding Draft Opinion TA.917. Changes to TA.919’s Draft Analysis and Conclusion were the same as those for TA.917. A 
new final paragraph was added to the Analysis of Opinion TA.919: “This Opinion should be cross-referenced with 
TA.917rev.”       
 
ICC Opinion TA.920 – This query cited two examples of sanctions clauses:  
 

BREACHES OF LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING OR ECONOMIC SANCTIONS 
LAW AND REGULATIONS ADMINISTERED BY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO CHINA, UNITED 
NATIONS, UNITED STATES, ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE. OUR BANK MAY REJECT ANY TRANSACTION IN 
VIOLATION OF ANY OF THESE LAWS AND REGULATIONS WITHOUT ANY LIABILITY ON OUR PART. 
 
and 
 
PURSUANT TO THE UNITED NATIONS SANCTIONS AND THE RELEVANT REGULATIONS, THE 
SANCTIONS IMPOSED BY THE OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL OF THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, TERRORIST LISTS ISSUED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, 
THE SANCTIONS IMPOSED BY THE EUROPEAN UNION AND THE RELEVANT SANCTIONS LISTS 
APPLICABLE TO THE JURISDICTION OF THE HONG KONG SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGION FROM 
TIME TO TIME, WE SHALL NOT HANDLE OR DEAL WITH ANY DOCUMENTS, SHIPMENTS, GOODS, 
PAYMENTS AND/OR TRANSACTIONS THAT MAY RELATE, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, TO ANY 
SANCTIONED COUNTRIES/REGIONS, PERSONS OR PARTIES. ACCORDINGLY, ANY PRESENTATION 
THAT MAY VIOLATE THE AFORESAID CONDITION MAY BE REJECTED BY US OR ANOTHER 
REMITTING, RECIPIENT OR INTERMEDIARY BANK AT ANY TIME WITHOUT ANY LIABILITY ON OUR 
PART. 

 
The query asked whether such clauses and those similar would be considered “problematic” based on ICC Guidance published 
in May 2020 and should be avoided. The query also inquired whether payment for a complying presentation can be disturbed 
due to sanctions unrelated to any aspect of the LC in question and whether the referenced sanctions clauses override UCP600 
Article 16 refusal requirements. Some ICC NC comments questioned whether the query is suitable for an ICC Opinion and 
whether the ICC Legal Committee should be involved in formulation of an Opinion as regards this query. The ICC indicated 
that it is appropriate for the ICC Banking Commission to handle the query and respond.  
 
Utilizing its Guidance Paper on the Use of Sanctions Clauses (2014) and its May 2020 Addendum to the Guidance Paper as the 
basis for its Analysis and Conclusion, the ICC Banking Commission determined that the sanctions clauses can be considered 
“problematic”. While the Banking Commission stated it cannot comment on specific sanctions and their application to parties, 
nor can it address matters of payment delay or refusal due to a sanctions clause that are outside the scope of UCP600, it 
indicated that an issuing bank, unless prohibited by mandatory law or regulation, must honour a complying presentation. The 
Banking Commission also determined that if the issuing bank has not made a refusal complying with UCP600 Article 16, it 
would be obligated to honour under the credit and UCP600. As regards to the second sanctions clause’s reference to 



   
“indirectly”, the Banking Commission determined that it is not clear from the context what “indirectly” means and concluded 
that “terms such as ‘including, but not limited to’ or ‘indirectly’, which are non-documentary in nature, should not be used.”   
 
ICC Opinion TA.923 – This query asked a series of questions pertaining to a company’s signing of a bill of lading that upon 
presentation a confirming bank refused due to UCP600 Article 20(a)(i) and further contended was not in line with ISBP745 
Paragraph E5(c). The presented B/L indicated “XYZ shipping company” as the carrier and was signed “AS AGENT FOR THE 
CARRIER: XYZ shipping company for and on behalf of ABC Ltd Signature [Authorized Signature(s)]”.  
 
Quoting UCP600 Article 20(a)(i) and referencing ISBP745 Paragraph E5(c), the ICC determined that ABC Ltd had signed as 
agent for the named carrier and the discrepancy cited by the confirming bank was not correct. After minimal discussion, the 
Opinion was approved.  
 
ICC Opinion TA.924 – Query asked whether a presented insurance certificate including pre-printed wording referring to 
System Database details and information makes the insurance document non-UCP compliant. The wording in question stated: 
“If there is a difference between the details on this printed certificate and the details contained in the System Database, the 
information in the System Database shall be deemed correct.”  
 
Quoting UCP600 Article 14(a) and referring to ICC Opinion R745/TA737rev (2011) which stated that banks must disregard a 
reference on a document that it can be verified online for purposes of determining the document’s compliance to support its 
Analysis, the ICC concluded that reference to a “System Database” is to be disregarded but that the insurance document is 
compliant.      
 
Draft Opinion TA924 generated several written comments in advance and considerable discussion at the meeting. Based on 
written comments submitted, mention of ICC Opinion R745 was removed from the Analysis and new wording added citing 
ISBP745 paragraph A35(d) and its application to this query that a bank would not be required to utilize a System Database to 
determine compliance of the document. Reference to ISBP745 paragraph K22 was also added to help clarify that the insurance 
document’s pre-printed statement in this query is to be considered a general term and therefore not subject to examination. As 
regards to the Draft Opinion TA924 Conclusion, a sentence was added to adequately answer a portion of the query that it is not 
for the ICC Banking Commission to determine if a document is devalued by its content. The Conclusion also repeated that 
reference to a “System Database” is considered part of general terms and not to be examined, as delineated in ISBP745 
paragraph K22.  
 
In discussion, it was pointed out that document checkers can examine that “piece” – the document on its face – that was 
presented. In this case, the “other” part of data is the “System Database” that is to be disregarded. A great deal of discussion 
centered on disagreement with the Opinion’s Analysis and Conclusion that the “System Database” is to be disregarded. In 
defending the Opinion’s stance, it was contended that if this insurance document was deemed discrepant, a two-tiered system 
would be created for determining discrepancies. This would make the document checker’s job harder. It would also contradict 
ISBP745 paragraph K22 which states: “Banks do not examine general terms and conditions in an insurance document.” 
 
One ICC NC maintained they are not convinced and find it inconclusive that this particular pre-printed text is general terms 
and conditions. Not all pre-printed text is general terms and conditions and for this query, one needs to see the document to 
make a determination. Other ICC NCs were not swayed and agreed with the Opinion’s rationale and position that the “System 
Database” reference is to be disregarded.                      
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ISSUE 
As stated in UCP 600 article 2, a complying presentation means a presentation that is in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of the credit, the applicable provisions of UCP 600 
and international standard banking practice. 
 
However, from time to time, a documentary credit may include a condition that does not 
stipulate a required document evidencing compliance with that condition. Such conditions 
are generally referred to as non-documentary or a non-documentary condition.  
 
Whilst the UCP 600 do not make explicit reference to a non-documentary condition, these 
are the focus of sub-article 14 (h).  
 
A non-documentary condition may arise due to various reasons including: 

- The issuing bank fails to carefully review the documentary credit application form for 
any instances where the applicant has stipulated a condition but not indicated the 
document on which compliance of such condition is to be indicated, nor mentioned 
any specific document that is to be presented for that purpose. 

- Data that relate to a required document indicated in field 46A of a SWIFT MT700 
appearing in field 47A. For example, field 46A requires a ‘Packing List’ but the 
packing details appear in field 47A. Field 46A should indicate the title of the required 
document, the name or type of the issuer (if applicable) and the required data 
content. 

- For certain credits, including standby credits, references to an underlying 
contract/agreement are made for the purpose of fraud prevention. However, these 
references do not form part of the description of goods or services mentioned in the 
credit but as separate non-documentary data.  

  
INTRODUCTION 
Inclusion of a non-documentary condition does not in itself evidence a requirement for a 
document to be presented by the beneficiary and the beneficiary is not required to indicate 
compliance with such a condition in any other stipulated document presented under the 
documentary credit. If the beneficiary or any other issuer of a required document 
nevertheless incorporates data that relates to a non-documentary condition, such data must 
not be in conflict with that stated in the documentary credit. 
 
For example, if a documentary credit incorporated a condition “Origin of goods – India”, and 
there is no: 

(i) requirement for the presentation of a certificate of origin;  
(ii) requirement for the origin of the goods to appear on any required document; and 

/or  
(iii) mention of the origin of the goods anywhere in the presented documents;  
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then the condition should be disregarded, as stated in sub-article 14 (h). However, if any 
stipulated document that is presented make reference to the origin of the goods, such origin 
must be stated as India in order for the document to be considered as compliant.  
 
All data shown in a stipulated document that is presented are subject to review under UCP 
600 sub-article 14 (d) and no conflicting data will be accepted. 
 
A fairly common example of a non-documentary condition is where the documentary credit 
states “Beneficiary is to send one set of copy documents to the applicant by courier service.” 
This condition does not require any evidence of compliance e.g. a beneficiary certificate to 
that effect. If a beneficiary nevertheless presents a document not expressly required by the 
credit, then such document is, as stated in sub-article 14 (g), to be disregarded. 
 
It should be noted that the above applies regardless of the field of a SWIFT MT700 (or 
MT710 or MT720) message in which a non-documentary condition appears. 
 
ANALYSIS 
Non-documentary conditions have been addressed in the UCP 600, ISBP 745 and in official 
ICC Opinions: 
 
UCP 600 sub-article 14 (h) states “If a credit contains a condition without stipulating the 
document to indicate compliance with the condition, banks will deem such condition as not 
stated and will disregard it.” 
 
ISBP 745 paragraph A26 states “When a credit contains a condition without stipulating a 
document to indicate compliance therewith (“non-documentary condition”), compliance with 
such condition need not be evidenced on any stipulated document. However, data contained 
in a stipulated document are not to be in conflict with the non-documentary condition. For 
example, when a credit indicates “packing in wooden cases” without indicating that such 
data is to appear on any stipulated document, a statement in any stipulated document 
indicating a different type of packing is considered to be a conflict of data.”  
 
ICC Opinions include: 
ICC Opinion R892 (TA878rev) - where the conditions mentioned in field 47A of a credit 
made reference, in certain circumstances, to the presentation of a credit note along with the 
beneficiary’s invoice. However, whether or not a credit note was to be presented could not 
be determined by any bank from the presentation alone and was at the discretion of the 
beneficiary. The conditions under which the credit note was to be issued were non-
documentary and, as stated in UCP 600 sub-article 14 (h), must be considered as not stated 
and be disregarded for the purpose of examining the presentation. 
 
ICC Opinion R743 (TA689) - that a condition in a credit stating, "Goods must be shipped in 
export standard packing and clearly marked with country of origin and shipping marks in 
each and every package", was non-documentary according to UCP 600 sub-article 14 (h). 
Furthermore, provided the beneficiary did not insert data on one or more of the stipulated 
documents that conflicted with this requirement, the documents would be compliant in this 
respect.  
 
ICC Opinion R631 (TA 644rev) - various credits had been received that included details 
relating to shipment of the goods, such as transport ‘from’ and ‘to’ and the latest shipment 
date, but did not require the presentation of any document evidencing compliance therewith. 
As such, where it had been agreed to handle such a transaction, these details may be 
disregarded for the purpose of determining a complying presentation and need not be stated 
in any other stipulated document presented. However, the data in the other stipulated 
documents would still be subject to review under sub-article 14 (d) to ensure that any data 
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was not conflicting with the data in the credit. Should the beneficiary, nevertheless, elect to 
insert such data on any other stipulated document that is presented, then it must ensure that 
the data does not conflict with the data in the credit. 
 
 
SUMMARY 
As highlighted in ISBP 745 Preliminary Consideration (iv), many of the problems that arise at 
the document examination stage could be avoided or resolved by the respective parties 
through careful attention to detail in the credit application and issuance of the credit thereto. 
The applicant and beneficiary should carefully consider the documents required for 
presentation, by whom they are to be issued, and their data content.  
 
Such attention to detail should also be applied to any potential non-documentary condition. 
Issuing banks should be aware of the potential problems (e.g. unnecessary disputes or the 
incorrect citing of discrepancies) that may arise in respect of a non-documentary condition 
and discuss with the applicant the inclusion of a suitable document in the documentary 
credit, or evidence of compliance with the condition could be incorporated into the wording of 
an already stipulated document, or the removal of such condition, prior to the issuance of a 
documentary credit.   
 
This is in line with the recommendation given in the ‘Commentary on UCP 600’ (ICC 
Publication No. 680), which emphasises that the issues covered by UCP 600 sub-article 14 
(h) can be easily resolved by issuing banks and applicants ensuring that any term or 
condition stated in a documentary credit is clearly linked to a stipulated document.  
 
Where, nevertheless, a non-documentary condition is incorporated into a documentary 
credit, banks and the beneficiary should pay attention to UCP 600 sub-articles 14 (h) and 14 
(d).  
 
Issuing banks should exercise due care in ensuring that a documentary credit does not 
include a non-documentary condition as this may lead to unnecessary disputes or incorrect 
identification of discrepancies. If a documentary credit does include a non-documentary 
condition, the beneficiary would be entitled to disregard it. A bank may not refuse to honour 
or negotiate a presentation on the basis that a non-documentary condition is not addressed 
in any stipulated document that is presented.  
 
Should a stipulated document that is presented contain data relating to a non-documentary 
condition, a beneficiary must ensure that the data is not in conflict with that non-documentary 
condition.  
 
In conclusion, and following consultation with the applicant, it is recommended that if a 
documentary credit application form includes a condition that could be complied with by the 
presentation of a specific document, or evidence of compliance with the condition could be 
incorporated into the wording of an already stipulated document, then it should be so 
mentioned in the application form and the documentary credit, and not included so that it 
becomes a non-documentary condition that will be disregarded.  
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Subject: Meaning of ‘without delay’ in UCP 600 
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ISSUE 
How should the phrase without delay be interpreted in the context in which it is mentioned in 
UCP 600? 
  
  
INTRODUCTION 
Whilst the phrase is used in 4 articles of the UCP 600, no formal definition exists. In practice, 
relatively few problems have arisen despite the lack of a definition but, in reaction to a 
number of requests, it is considered appropriate that guidance now be given.  
 
 
ANALYSIS 
UCP 600 
The UCP 600 articles in which the phrase appears are:  

• Sub-article 8 (d), “If a bank is authorized or requested by the issuing bank to confirm 
a credit but is not prepared to do so, it must inform the issuing bank without delay 
and may advise the credit without confirmation.” 

• Sub-article 9 (e), “If a bank is requested to advise a credit or amendment but elects 
not to do so, it must so inform, without delay, the bank from which the credit, 
amendment or advice has been received.” 

• Sub-article 9 (f), “If a bank is requested to advise a credit or amendment but cannot 
satisfy itself as to the apparent authenticity of the credit, the amendment or the 
advice, it must so inform, without delay, the bank from which the instructions appear 
to have been received. If the advising bank or second advising bank elects 
nonetheless to advise the credit or amendment, it must inform the beneficiary or 
second advising bank that it has not been able to satisfy itself as to the apparent 
authenticity of the credit, the amendment or the advice.” 

• Sub-article 10 (b), “An issuing bank is irrevocably bound by an amendment as of the 
time it issues the amendment. A confirming bank may extend its confirmation to an 
amendment and will be irrevocably bound as of the time it advises the amendment. A 
confirming bank may, however, choose to advise an amendment without extending 
its confirmation and, if so, it must inform the issuing bank without delay and inform 
the beneficiary in its advice.” 

• Sub-article 11 (a), “An authenticated teletransmission of a credit or amendment will 
be deemed to be the operative credit or amendment, and any subsequent mail 
confirmation shall be disregarded. If a teletransmission states ‘full details to follow’ (or 
words of similar effect), or states that the mail confirmation is to be the operative 
credit or amendment, then the teletransmission will not be deemed to be the 
operative credit or amendment. The issuing bank must then issue the operative credit 
or amendment without delay in terms not inconsistent with the teletransmission.” 

• Sub-article 11 (b), “A preliminary advice of the issuance of a credit or amendment 
(“pre-advice”) shall only be sent if the issuing bank is prepared to issue the operative 
credit or amendment. An issuing bank that sends a pre-advice is irrevocably 
committed to issue the operative credit or amendment, without delay, in terms not 
inconsistent with the pre-advice.” 
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ICC Opinions 
A number of ICC Opinions have addressed whether the action of a bank could be 
considered to have been completed without delay. The most recent are highlighted below:  
 
TA909rev – Extracted from the “Guidance Paper on the impact of COVID-19 on trade 
finance transactions subject to ICC rules” that the ICC Banking Commission released on 6 
April 2020: “Where operational problems arise or are anticipated, it is recommended that all 
banks involved in the documentary credit are encouraged to liaise without delay to seek to 
agree on a mutually acceptable solution.” 
 
R905 (TA891rev) – Queried whether 12 days can be considered as not being without delay 
or is outside the scope of UCP 600. It was concluded that in accordance with international 
standard banking practice, the issuing bank should return all documents to the presenter, 
without delay, in one lot or as otherwise directed. Whether 12 days represents a protracted 
delay is outside the scope of UCP 600.  
 
Legal interpretation 
It is worth making reference to a UK Commercial Court judgement in Fortis Bank and 
Stemcor UK Limited v Indian Overseas Bank [2010] and the appeal in 2011 in respect of a 
documentary credit subject to UCP 600.  
 
The question was whether or not the issuing bank, having sent a notice that documents 
would be returned in accordance with article 16, were obligated to return the documents with 
reasonable promptness. 
 
The Court of Appeal held that standard international banking and trading practices require 
an obligation to act in accordance with such notices and where an issuing bank elects to 
return documents, under sub-article 16 (c) (iii) (c), it is required to do so promptly and without 
delay. Additionally, when acting in accordance with sub-article 16 (e), it is required to do so 
with reasonable promptness.  
 
The Court of Appeal also stated that whilst there was no express obligation on the issuing 
bank to return the documents promptly and without delay upon giving notice, such an 
obligation was implicit in the wording of article 16 and was in line with international practice. 
Once the issuing bank had elected to refuse the documents, it breached this obligation by 
failing to return the documents for a substantial period of time and was therefore precluded 
under sub-article 16 (f) from relying on the discrepancies. 
 
The Court of Appeal did not consider that the obligation to return documents “promptly” or 
“within a reasonable time” would cause uncertainty although the exact meaning of these 
terms was likely to be tested in due course. In this case, the Court of Appeal’s conclusion 
that the documents were not returned reasonably promptly was fairly straightforward given 
that in November 2008 the issuing bank had either issued its refusal notices, or had received 
instructions to return the documents to the presenter, and the documents were not returned 
until February 2009. 
 
IMPLICATION FOR REPLACING WITHOUT DELAY WITH A SPECIFIED PERIOD OF 
TIME 
Using one of the above UCP 600 references as an example, UCP 600 sub-article 9 (e) 
states “If a bank is requested to advise a credit or amendment but elects not to do so, it must 
so inform, without delay, the bank from which the credit, amendment or advice has been 
received.” 
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To remove without delay and insert a specific period of time would require the rule to 
additionally state an outcome for a failure to comply i.e., a form of penalty. 
 
Clearly, an advising bank or second advising bank cannot be forced to advise a credit or 
amendment, whether or not a specific period of time is mentioned, and it certainly would not 
be for the UCP 600 to impose any form of penalty. Therefore, no action could be attached 
for failure to comply and the insertion of a period of time would have no impact other than to 
raise unwarranted debate if the time period was exceeded. 
 
SUMMARY 
Without delay is a recognised term within UCP 600, but is deliberately not defined due to the 
fact that, as stated in various ICC Opinions, the precise interpretation of this term would 
depend upon the circumstances of each case. As mentioned above, the incorporation of a 
specific timeline would require an indication of the consequence (i.e., penalty) for failure to 
comply, in order for it to have any effect. 
 
It is clear that whilst the term without delay does not signify an immediate action, or that an 
action is to be completed ‘at once’, it does imply a degree of urgency and attention that the 
concerned bank should apply.  
 
Under international standard banking practice, reference in the UCP 600 to without delay 
means that the concerned bank must complete an action as soon as practicable for that 
activity and with due consideration to any given circumstance(s).  
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SANCTIONS ADVISORIES FOR THESANCTIONS ADVISORIES FOR THESANCTIONS ADVISORIES FOR THESANCTIONS ADVISORIES FOR THESANCTIONS ADVISORIES FOR THE
MARITIME INDUSTRY*MARITIME INDUSTRY*MARITIME INDUSTRY*MARITIME INDUSTRY*MARITIME INDUSTRY*

Practical challenges and recommendations for financial institutions
regarding the monitoring of AIS outages and suspicious vessel activity

ihsmarkit.com

EXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The U.S. Treasury Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) and
the United Kingdom’s Office of Financial Sanctions
Implementation (OFSI) advisories on shipping published in May
and December 20201, respectively, contained a number of new
recommendations for financial institutions (FIs) to recognise and
implement. Many of the risk factors that FIs are encouraged to
appreciate include specialist maritime information not readily
available or widely known within the banking or insurance
sector. For example, identifying commodities and trade corridors
where transshipment and ship-to-ship (STS) transfers take place.

Additionally, the advisories place an increasing emphasis on
Automatic Identification System (AIS) technology, used to track
and monitor vessels in near real-time, as a potential due diligence
risk factor. AIS sends information on the ships movement, speed,
direction and other particulars via satellite and terrestrial
stations. While AIS offers the ability to pinpoint the routes and
patterns of a ship’s travel, it does have a core weakness in that
the AIS service can be disabled by the ship’s crew, thus,
preventing the tracking of the vessel. While there are legitimate
reasons for AIS to be switched off, AIS manipulation and

* Produced by IHS Markit, in conjunction with the Institute of International
Banking Law and Practice (IIBLP) and the Association of Certified Sanctions
Specialists (ACSS), the complete report of this 71-page white paper may be
accessed here on the IIBLP website.

1. Department of the Treasury, ‘Sanctions Advisory for the Maritime
Industry, Energy and Metals Sectors, and Related Communities’, Department
of the Treasury, [website], [14 May 2020], https:// home.treasury.gov/
system/files/126/05142020_global_advisory_v1.pdf (as accessed November
2021); HM Treasury Office of Financial Sanctions Implementation, ‘Financial
sanctions guidance for entities and individuals operating within the maritime
shipping sector’, HM Treasury Office of Financial Sanctions Implementation,
[website], [December 2020], https://assets.publishing. service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/948299/OFSI_
Guidance_-_Maritime_.pdf (as accessed November 2021)
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disablement can be performed by those seeking to bypass global economic sanctions. For example,
vessels may turn off AIS when they approach sanctioned countries or conduct illicit STS transfers in
high-risk locations.

The encouragement by OFAC and OFSI to investigate a vessel’s historical AIS outages prior to
business engagement, coupled with real-time monitoring of individual, risky transactions will
potentially increase the burden of trade operations and risk/ compliance teams as they perform day
to day tasks.

In this context, this paper will offer an overview of the shipping industry and how it relates
directly to FIs in light of the OFAC and OFSI advisories. We will cover the key aspects of AIS and
discuss the main elements and steps in a typical STS operation. Furthermore, practical measures and
recommendations will be highlighted for potential implementation as part of a sanctions compliance
programme dealing specifically with shipping.

The complexity of implementing a sanctions compliance programme that conforms to the latest
advisories regarding AIS and suspicious vessel activity in general has increased. Equally, the
advisories do not provide detailed practical advice on a range of prescribed risk factors, for
example, what period or timescale of AIS outages warrant further investigation by an FI and how
and to who should they be reported.

Further, intentional AIS manipulation for sanctions evasion purposes is usually accompanied by a
port call or an STS transfer. OFAC has stressed the need to understand STS in terms of commodities
and trade routes where transshipment risk is susceptible. In this regard, to instigate a due diligence
process by an FI to manage STS risk would require better understanding of certain maritime
procedures.

In this context, a Working Group has been convened of trade finance experts in the banking,
shipping and regulatory industries in order to answer and clarify the following points for
compliance officers in FIs:

1. An understanding of AIS

2. How can data transmitted by AIS be manipulated

3. What are the items of information broadcast over AIS and how confidently can they be
incorporated into a sanctions compliance programme

Answers to these questions can potentially allow FIs to make sense of maritime advisories on a
practical level and help to reduce the intensive data mining required to interrogate AIS outages, STS
transfers and other OFAC and OFSI recommended actions. The Working Group also aims to provide
an overview of what FIs have implemented both prior and in reaction to the OFAC and OFSI
advisories, allowing those within the industry to learn from their peers. A variety of different sized
banks, shipping companies and other organisations were approached for interviews. Information
was collected on internal sanctions risk assessments and due diligence related to shipping and
maritime customers.
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This paper recommends the following as major factors for discussion and consideration:

• AIS outages and STS operations should be examined in closer detail if they occur for lengthy
time periods of 10 hours or more. This would be a calculated average time taken to potentially
conduct a port call or an at-sea cargo transfer. AIS outages below the 10-hour cut-off would
potentially be insignificant from a risk and compliance perspective with the caveat that some DPRK
ship-to-ship operations for petroleum products have been conducted in slightly less time

• AIS outages are only important if the vessel could engage with another vessel of the same type
or perform a port call in the time it was ‘dark’. If this is not possible then a potential red flag
becomes downgraded

Webinar will provide further background on the paper, “Sanctions advisories for the mari-
time industry”, and summarize its findings, while offering a broad overview of why risk and
compliance professionals in trade may want to pay more attention to the issue of vessel
tracking, and its various implications. To register, click here.
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